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Executive Summary
South Galway has a long history of flooding. The region was subject to notable flooding in Winters of
1994/1995, 2009, 2014, 2015/16 and most recently in 2020.
In recognition of this, Galway County Council and the Office of Public Works (OPW) established a flood
relief scheme for the affected areas and the required studies for adjacent upstream and downstream
areas. A Steering Group for the newly constituted South Galway (Gort Lowlands) Flood Relief Scheme
was established and included Galway County Council, OPW, GSI and TCD. GSI and TCD were invited
to the Steering Group due to their familiarity with the lowland karsts of South Galway. In order to
further develop proposals for a Flood Relief Scheme, Galway County Council engaged Ryan Hanley Ltd
as Engineering consultants and Mott MacDonald Ireland as Environmental consultants.
A Study Area for the project was established by Galway County Council and is shown on Figure 1.3.
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Figure 1.3:

Study Area (c470km2 outlined in red)

The purpose of this Feasibility Study is to establish, based on information currently available, whether
a scheme potentially exists which will alleviate flooding in the study area, and which is both
environmentally and economically feasible.
Groundwater flooding in the region, when it happens, is prolonged. It has a devastating impact on
the community and causes significant disruption to regional transport and access to local
communities, to the extent that continued flooding will threaten the viability of these communities.
The hydrology & hydrogeology of the Study Area is complex. Significant modelling work, and
engineering analysis, has been required to develop an understanding of the dynamics of flood flows
and flood levels in the catchment vis-à-vis interventions proposed to alleviate flooding.
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The Project has benefitted greatly from input from TCD Research and Hydraulic Modelling of the
lowland karst network, which dates back to 2003. This has been supplemented by work carried out
by GSI as part of the Groundwater Flood Project. Data has also been gathered by Ryan Hanley, which
has fed into both projects. Information gathering by Ryan Hanley in connection with this project was
of particular use in peripheral areas and along overland flow routes connecting flood plains.
Following extensive surveys and detailed hydrological studies, a thorough assessment of flood risk
throughout the Gort Lowlands study area has concluded that during a 1 in 100 year (1% AEP flood
event):
•
•

•

•
•

•

•

•

50 No. residential properties flood and a further 23 are at high flood risk for prolonged
durations.
65 No. non-residential properties including cultural heritage sites, and an additional 20 No.
slatted shed complexes, which flood for prolonged durations. Thoor Ballylee is currently at
risk of flooding to a depth >3m.
Included in the above properties are 9 No. residential and 8 non-residential properties which
will flood in the Crowe Street area of Gort Town. Gort Fire station is also at high risk of
flooding.
>463 ha of agricultural lands flood above the assessed target maximum flood level for each
flood plain.
175 No. residential properties and 46 No. non-residential properties, including dairy farms,
are at risk of being cut-off due to prolonged flooding of all road access to 19 No. rural
communities throughout the Gort Lowlands area. The community at Rinrush are at risk of
being cut-off > 3months during such an event.
>49 No. individual sections of roadway including motorway, national secondary/ regional and
local roads are at risk of flooding for prolonged durations. Crowe Street in Gort Town is at risk
of flooding to a depth of 0.57m.
The main roads route through the study area, namely the M18, R458 (the old N18) and the
Kiltartan to Kinvara Road (L4506 and L4509) are at risk of closure for over 7, 34 and 99 days
respectively. The M18, R458 and Kiltartan to Kinvara road have been surveyed at 13,314, 5927
and 969 vehicles per day respectively.
The Limerick-Athenry Railway line is currently at risk of flooding at Castletown for a period of
over 25 days (flood event duration).

Flood Risk Mapping is presented in Appendix B. Further details of the figures quoted above is also
presented in Section 2 of this Report.
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properties at high flood risk in yellow, other properties as black dots) [Figure 2.5 in report]
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An outline design for a potential engineering scheme has been developed by Ryan Hanley based on
information currently available, for the purpose of assessing whether a project potentially exists which
will alleviate flooding in the study area, and which is both environmentally and economically feasible.
This scheme described in Section 3 of this report is the ‘Emerging Engineering Scheme’.
The Emerging Engineering Scheme consists of flood relief works in the central Gort Lowlands, Gort
Town FRS, Labane Area FRS, Roo Area FRS, and Termon FRS.
The Scheme comprises, in general, a series of large flood alleviation channels and culverts which
provide a temporary surface water pathway between groundwater dominated floodplains and Kinvara
Bay, each with a specific overflow level and capacity designed to achieve the Target Maximum Flood
Levels and optimise flood storage in floodplains to protect all properties and strategic routes in the
Gort Lowlands area for the design 1 in 100year (1% AEP) flood event. Table 6.1 provides a high level
summary of proposed works in each scheme area. Further details are provided in Section 3 and
Appendix C.
Area
Main Area

Summary
Flood Alleviation channels and culverts, flow control structures, road raising
and flood relief roads, existing culvert and channel upgrade and
maintenance, localised flood protection works, swallow hole maintenance,
field boundary walls modifications on overland flow paths.
Thoor Ballylee
In combination with the flood relief works for Ballylee Floodplain, localised
Castle
flood protection works, drainage and pumping facilities, channel and bridge
maintenance.
Gort Town (Crowe
Flood protection works, drainage works and pumping facilities,
Street & Gort
embankment upgrades, road raising, bridge and channel maintenance (note
Bridge)
that OPW already maintain flood defences in Gort Town)
Labane North
Flood protection works, drainage works and pumping facilities
Labane South and
Flood relief channels, pumping facilities and rising main, field boundary
Ballinduff Upper
walls modifications on overland flow paths.
Cockstown
Flood relief channel and culvert, flow control structure
Tullira
Road raising, culvert works and swallow hole maintenance
Termon Area
Termon - Flood relief channels and culverts, flow control structures, existing
channels upgrade and maintenance, road raising. Ballyboy (Turlough na
hÉin)– localised flood protection works.
Roo Area
Road culvert upgrades, road raising, upgrades to existing localised flood
protection works, swallow hole maintenance, field boundary walls
modifications on overland flow paths.
Overview of Emerging Preferred Scheme [Table 6.1 in Report]
The Emerging Engineering Scheme involves 16km of channel works, 303,000m3 of excavation and 30
large culverts. For the design 1% AEP flood event, the Scheme will yield the following benefits:
•
•
•

Alleviate flood risk to residential and non-residential properties with an appropriate
freeboard,
Ensure the main roadways and important strategic access routes across the study area are
accessible throughout the design flood event,
Provide access to communities cut-off by flooding
[Executive Summary] 5 | P a g e
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Alleviate flood risk to farm buildings and farmland and therefore improve the economy and
prospects of the Gort Lowlands area,
Protect the sensitive turlough habitats and groundwater resource from pollution arising from
flooded farm slatted shed complexes,
Alleviate flood risk at important heritage and cultural sites, including Thoor Ballylee Castle and
Visitor Centre, Coole Park gardens and Visitor Centre and Kiltartan Church, and
Facilitate railway line raising works at Castletown to ensure uninterrupted connectivity along
the existing Western Corridor Rail Network.

Works will be required in a number of peripheral areas [Owenbristy, Ballyboy (Turlough na hÉin) and
Boston areas] to maintain access to properties only. It is proposed that these works will be funded
separately to the project as they do not meet the criteria for funding as flood relief works. It is
proposed that other flood relief works in the Boston area are progressed separately as a Minor Works
Scheme. These works are summarised in Table 6.2, with further details available in this report at
Section 3 and Appendix C.
Area
GCC Road Works
Boston Area (CCC
Minor Works)

Summary
Road raising and culvert works, drainage works
Localised Flood protection works including embankments, flood walls,
demountable barriers, and pumping facilities and drainage. Road raising
and culvert works, existing channel maintenance
Road raising and culvert works, drainage works

Boston Area (CCC
Road Works)
Overview of Works that will not form part of Emerging Preferred Scheme [Table 6.2 in Report]
The Slieve Aughty Uplands cover 205 km2 (43.6%) of the total Study Area (470 km2). Understandably,
the perception among the public and some stakeholders is that a solution to the flooding problems in
the Gort Lowlands can be achieved through land management in the steeper Slieve Aughty Uplands.
Hydrological assessments have been undertaken as part of the study to determine if improved land
use management and attenuation works in the Slieve Aughty Uplands area would benefit flood relief
in the Gort Lowlands area for the current scenario. The assessment concluded that any feasible and
cost-effective works in the uplands area would have only minor benefits, their effectiveness would be
difficult to confirm, and these works would not negate required flood alleviation works in the Gort
lowlands. Therefore, improved land use management and attenuation works in the upland areas have
not been included in the Emerging Engineering Scheme. The scheme in the lowlands has been
designed to account for the current flood volumes discharging from the upland areas.
While the scheme does not propose to undertake works in the Slieve Aughty Upland areas to mitigate
current flood risk in the Gort Lowlands area, all improvements to land drainage practices by private
landowners (i.e. forestry, windfarms, farmland) required in accordance with current directives and
regulations are encouraged. A hydrological study (TCD, Oct 2020) to assess the potential benefits of
improved land management practices in the uplands areas to mitigate increases in flood risk due to
climate change in the study area has concluded that even significant permanent reductions in runoff
from the mountains would not alter the fact that extreme flooding would occur in the lowlands during
a current or future scenario 1% AEP flood event.
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An environmental assessment of the Emerging Engineering Scheme has been carried out by Mott
MacDonald Ireland. Environmental risks and sensitivities were considered under the following
headings:
•
•
•

Land use, Social and Material Assets
• Biodiversity
Landscape and Visual
• Water Resources
Cultural Heritage (Archaeological and Architectural Heritage)

The effects of the scheme on the environment are anticipated not to be significant having regard to
available data at this Feasibility Stage of scheme development, noting that further studies will be
conducted as part of the Environmental Impact Assessment of the scheme, during the next stage of
scheme development.
In order for a scheme to be considered ‘Cost Beneficial’, the Economic Benefits must outweigh the
scheme Whole Life Costs. In the case of the South Galway (Gort Lowlands) FRS, the preliminary
analysis indicates that a cost beneficial scheme potentially exists, i.e. with the Benefit to Cost Ratio
(BCR) > 1. The BCR will be reviewed periodically if and when the scheme progresses to subsequent
stages. It is intended to formalise the Cost Benefit Assessment in advance of Public Exhibition.
An Options Assessment for the scheme is being progressed in parallel with the feasibility assessment
and will be documented in a separate report. The presentation of an ‘emerging engineering scheme’
is not intended to prejudice the outcome of the Options Assessment and consideration of alternatives
to this scheme.
The following recommendations are made on foot of this Feasibility Study:
•

•

•
•
•
•
•

It is recommended that the Options Assessment for the scheme continues to progress,
culminating in the identification of a Preferred Scheme. As part of this process, the Emerging
Engineering Scheme presented in this report will need to be reviewed together with a range
of other options based on information currently available and information that may become
available as part of the Salinity Modelling in Kinvara Bay and the Caherawoneen Fen
Hydrogeological Study. Following consideration of alternatives, a Preferred Scheme will be
identified.
It is recommended that a geotechnical investigation be carried out to inform the scheme
design, updates to the cost benefit analysis and environmental assessment of the scheme.
The scope of the investigation will require input from the Environmental Team and will also
need to be subjected to Appropriate Assessment.
It is recommended that the TCD input be expanded to include any updates to models and
reports as may be required on foot of the above.
It is recommended that key statutory and non-statutory stakeholders be consulted on the
Emerging Preferred Scheme once one is identified.
It is recommended that the public be afforded an opportunity to consider and submit
observations on the Emerging Preferred Scheme.
It is recommended that the Emerging Preferred Scheme be amended as necessary following
stakeholder and public consultation.
It is recommended that subject to successful completion of the above, the Preferred Scheme
be further developed, that Scheme Documents, EIAR and NIS be prepared and that the
scheme progress to Public Exhibition under the 1945 & 1995 Arterial Drainage Acts.
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Under my window-ledge the waters race,
Otters below and moor-hens on the top,
Run for a mile undimmed in Heaven’s face
Then darkening through ‘dark’ Raftery’s ‘cellar’ drop,
Run underground, rise in a rocky place
In Coole demesne, and there to finish up
Spread to a lake and drop into a hole.
What’s water but the generated soul?
William Butler Yeats
Coole and Ballylee, 1931 [First Stanza]

‘Raiftearaí, bí ag ól is céad fáilte.
Tá an siléar láidir againn i mBaile Uí Lí.
Antoine Ó Raifteirí
Máire Ní Eidhin
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1.0 Introduction and Background
This report has been prepared by Ryan Hanley consulting engineers on behalf of Galway County
Council. Mott MacDonald has also provided input to the environmental assessment at Section 4.

1.1

History of Flooding

South Galway has a long history of flooding. The region was subject to notable flooding in Winters of
1994/1995, 2009, 2014 & 2015/16 and most recently in early 2020.
Groundwater flooding in the region, when it happens, is prolonged. Extreme flooding in the area has
potential to have a devastating impact on the community and cause significant disruption to regional
transport and access to local communities, to the extent that continued flooding will threaten the
viability of these communities.
Figure 1.1 shows the maximum extent of historic flooding in the region.
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Figure 1.1:

Extent of Maximum Historic Flooding (in blue)
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South Galway Hydrology & Hydrogeology

South Galway is known to be underlain by karst limestone. Features of the region include of
subterranean conduits, epikarst, cave systems, paleo-karst, turloughs, springs, swallow holes and
sinks. The karst is highly permeable and there is a notable absence of rivers and other surface water
features in the Gort Lowlands as can be seen from the EPA surface water mapping.
The main outlets from the catchment discharge to Galway Bay, including springs at Kinvara. The
catchment of these springs and other outlets includes the Slieve Aughty Uplands as illustrated on
Figure 1.2. The complex karst drainage system includes seasonal features such as turloughs, which
result from restrictions in the capacity of the subterranean drainage network. However, when
seasonal rainfall exceeds ‘normal’ values, this results in storage of excessive volumes of floodwaters
for long periods of time in flood plains, and overland flows of water between flood plains, which can
have a devastating impact on the South Galway region.
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Springs

Kiltartan
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Lough
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Slieve Aughty
Uplands

Lough
Cutra

Catchment of River
Fergus to South
Figure 1.2:

1.3

Catchment Area (outlined in red, source TCD)

Previous Studies

Prior to commencement of the South Galway (Gort Lowlands) Flood Relief Scheme, three notable
studies had been commissioned to analyse the complex flooding regime/ hydrology in the South
Galway Region, namely:
•
•
•

The South Galway Flood Study Report (1998),
Trinity College Dublin (TCD) Research and Modelling Project (2003 to present),
The Groundwater Flood Project undertaken by the Geological Survey of Ireland (GSI, 2016 2019).
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1.3.1 South Galway Flood Study Report
Following the major flooding in 1994/95 referred to above, the Office of Public Works (OPW)
commissioned an extensive report, the South Galway Flood Study Report 1998, on flooding in the
South Galway Area. In April 1998, Southern Water Global Jennings O’Donovan, working on behalf of
OPW, produced a report entitled 'An Investigation of the flooding problems in the Gort- Ardrahan Area
of South Galway'.
The report included an examination of the flooding problem,
hydrological/hydrogeological processes, effects of climate change, environmental concerns/ impacts
and an examination of works that could be undertaken to alleviate future flooding. The report also
included an examination of a possible engineered overland flood overflow channel between Coole
Lough and Kinvara.
A hydraulic model was developed as part of the 1998 South Galway Flood Study, however the Study
did not have the benefit of a sophisticated karst hydraulic model and was prepared prior to
designation of Natura 2000 Sites, within the Study Area. The solution developed as part of the study
included sections of large and deep channel, similar to an arterial drainage scheme which could have
resulted in permanent drainage of turlough and wetland habitats. The channel proposal underwent
a review in 2010 and was deemed unviable from a CBA perspective and judged to be unlikely to meet
with approval from an ecological perspective.

1.3.2 Trinity College Dublin (TCD) Research and Modelling
Research into the intermittent groundwater (and/or pluvial) flooding of turloughs in the lowland karst
area of south Galway has been undertaken at the Department of Civil, Structural and Environmental
Engineering in TCD since 2003 and is on-going.
Continuous water level measurements have been taken in five linked turloughs in the lowland karst
area of South Galway over an extended period spread over various research projects at TCD. These
water level fluctuations, in conjunction with river inputs and precipitation, were used by TCD to
simulate the hydrogeological controls forming the main hydraulic system beneath the ground. A
model of the karst network was developed. Prior to initiation of the South Galway (Gort Lowlands)
Scheme, the model was being extended to include other turloughs which link to the main conduit
system to the south of the catchment. It was also being developed to include 2D terrain mapping of
the catchment allowing overland flood routing to be modelled. Prior to commencement of this
project, the model was also being calibrated for recent flood events in 2009 and 2015/16.

1.3.3 Geological Survey Ireland (GSI) Groundwater Flood Project
The 2016-2019 Groundwater Flood Project was established in the aftermath of the serious
groundwater flooding event of Winter 2015/2016. The remit of this project was to advance
understanding of karst groundwater flooding in Ireland and address the deficit of data available. To
achieve this, GSI, in collaboration with TCD and the Institute of Technology Carlow, developed a
monitoring, mapping and modelling programme to address the knowledge gap regarding karst
groundwater systems. The project team worked with local authorities and the OPW to produce flood
maps and data products which can be used to inform future flood risk management strategies. This
data can be found in the GSI Groundwater Flooding Data Viewer online.
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Galway County Council and the Office of Public Works (OPW), having recognised the significant flood
risk management challenge that exists in South Galway as evidenced by the severe flooding in winter
1994/1995, 2009, 2014 & 2015/16, established a Flood Relief Scheme for the affected areas. and the
required studies for adjacent upstream and downstream areas.
A Steering Group was set up for the project and included Galway County Council, OPW, GSI and TCD.
In order to further develop proposals for a Flood Relief Scheme, Galway County Council engaged Ryan
Hanley Ltd as Engineering consultants and Mott MacDonald Ireland as Environmental consultants.
A Study Area for the project was established by Galway County Council and is shown on Figure 1.3.
Galway City

Oranmore
Clarinbridge
Kilcolgan

Galway Bay
Kinvara
Bay

Loughrea

Ardrahan

Kinvara
(Main Spring
Outlets)
Burren
(County
Clare

Coole
Park

Lough
Bunny

Kilchreest

Peterswell
Gort
Town
Lough
Cutra

Slieve
Aughty
Uplands

County Boundary
(in magenta)

Figure 1.3:

Study Area (c470km2 outlined in red)

The Project is set up in five distinct stages. A high-level description of each Stage is provided below.
Stage I
Stage II
Stage III
Stage IV
Stage V

Feasibility
Public Exhibition
Detailed Design & Confirmation
Construction
Handover and Closeout

The Project is currently at Stage I. Progression of the project to Stage II and subsequent Stages is
dependent on the successful completion of each preceding Stage.
To date in Stage I, the following work has been completed:
•

Constraints Study
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Feasibility Study

Screening for Appropriate Assessment
Public and Stakeholder Engagement
Hydrology and Hydraulic Modelling
Threshold and topographical surveys
Flood Risk Assessment
Preliminary Cost Benefit Analysis
Draft Feasibility Study (this report)

Work which has yet to conclude in Stage I includes:
•
•
•
•

1.5

Options Assessment Report: Note that Options Assessment is ongoing
Identification of an Emerging Preferred Option
Public and Stakeholder Engagement regarding Emerging Preferred Option
Flood Risk Management Plan

Feasibility Study

The purpose of this Feasibility Study is to establish, based on information currently available, whether
a scheme potentially exists which will alleviate flooding in the study area, and which is both
environmentally and economically feasible.
As evidenced from further discussion in this report, significant modelling work, and engineering
analysis, has been required to develop an understanding of the dynamics of flood flows and flood
levels in the catchment vis-à-vis interventions proposed to alleviate flooding. Furthermore, these
interventions need to be considered in the context of potential environmental impacts and other
alternative flood risk management options.
An outline design for a potential engineering scheme has been developed by Ryan Hanley which
satisfies the goals of the feasibility report set out above. This scheme described in Section 3 of this
report is the ‘Emerging Engineering Scheme’
An Options Assessment for the flood risk management of the area is being progressed in parallel with
the feasibility assessment and will be documented in a separate report. The presentation of an
‘emerging engineering scheme’ is not intended to prejudice the outcome of the options assessment
and consideration of alternatives to this scheme.

1.6

Report Structure

This report is structured as follows:
Section 2 contains a summary Flood Risk Assessment for the catchment. The Flood Risk Assessment
is based inter alia on the TCD Hydrology Report, a copy of which is included in Appendix A. Flood Risk
Mapping prepared by Ryan Hanley is provided in Appendix B.
Section 3 contains summary details of the emerging engineering scheme. Further detail is provided
in Appendix C in the form of maps.
In Section 4, the emerging engineering scheme is subjected to a preliminary Environmental
Assessment by Mott MacDonald, environmental consultants for the project.
Section 5 contains a summary of the scheme costs and economic benefits. Commentary is also
provided in relation to social and environmental benefits of a scheme.
Sections 6 & 7 contain the conclusions regarding the above and recommendations as to the next steps.
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2.0 Flood Risk Assessment
This section contains a summary of the Flood Risk Assessments carried out within the Study Area.

2.1

Scheme Hydrology & Hydrogeology

As noted in Section 1.2, the hydrology of the Study Area is complex.

2.1.1 TCD Hydraulic Model of Gort Lowlands
As part of ongoing research, TCD further developed the existing model of the Gort Lowlands so that
it could be used to estimate flood flows, levels and duration in the Study Area. The outputs of the
TCD Study are summarised in a report prepared by TCD, which is included in Appendix A.
The extent of the TCD model is illustrated in Figure 2.1. As can be seen, the model does not cover the
full extent of the Study Area. TCD were not in a position to extend the existing model to peripheral
flooded areas of the Gort Lowlands due to the lack of data available to calibrate the model at these
locations.

2.1.2 GSI Groundwater Flood Project
As noted in Section 1.3, a Groundwater Flood Project was established by GSI prior to commencement
of this project.
As part of the Groundwater Flood Project, European Space Agency Copernicus Programme Satellite
Imagery was used to produce:
•

historic flood mapping, mainly based on satellite mapping of the 2015/2016 flood event,
which in most areas represented the largest groundwater flood event on record, and

•

predictive flood maps, with flood levels and extents predicted for a range of annual
exceedance probabilities.

TCD collaborated with GSI through the Groundwater Flood Project.

2.1.3 Ryan Hanley Input
Throughout the Study Area, Ryan Hanley also gathered information on historic flooding. This
information was provided to TCD and GSI to inform the development of the main study area’s
hydraulic model and flood mapping. Information gathering in connection with this project was of
particular use in peripheral areas and along overland flow routes connecting flood plains. Ryan Hanley
carried out hydrological studies for the periphery areas and Gort town, including hydraulic modelling,
to inform the flood mapping for these areas.
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Feasibility Study

Extent of TCD model and GSI Groundwater Flood Project
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Ryan Hanley undertook surveys and assessments at an early stage to inform the hydrological studies
being undertaken and the overall flood risk assessment. Details of the surveys are as follows:
•

Meetings with representatives of the South Galway Flood Relief Committee and the Gort
lowlands community to:
o

collate information on historical flood levels and durations,

o

identify the properties, communities, roads and lands at flood risk

o

understand the flood impact and damage experienced in the study area

o

further understand the flooding regime, complex hydrology and augment the LIDAR
data already available.

•

Meetings with representatives of the TII, Irish Rail, Galway County Council, Thoor Ballylee
Castle and the Forestry Service

•

Gathering flood levels data including:
o

Surveying of past maximum flood levels in all the floodplains throughout the study
area based on local knowledge and photography

o

Collation of historic flood data from past reports, existing water level gauges

o

Surveying flood levels and flows during recent significant flood events

o

Procuring aerial drone photography (ADP) during the early 2018 flood event and coordinating further ADP with Galway County Council for the February-March 2020
flood event.

•

Inspection and survey of culverts, road levels and embankments located on rivers or on
overland flood paths between floodplains.

•

Procuring and managing topographical surveys for river channels and culverts, and overland
flow-paths between floodplains.

•

Co-ordination with the GSI on procuring the required additional 2m-grid detail DTM LIDAR
data to augment the LIDAR already available for the study area collected by the GSI.

As noted in Section 2.1, this information was shared with TCD and GSI to inform their associated
hydrological assessments.
Based on the surveys and information gathered, Ryan Hanley undertook additional hydrological
assessments for the peripheral floodplains outside of the main TCD hydraulic model extents to inform
flood risk assessments and flood mapping in these areas.
Ryan Hanley have carried out a detailed assessment of historical flood data available for the study
area. The extreme flood events of significance recorded in the study area occurred during 1992, 1995
and 2000, November – December 2009 (Nov09,) period Winter 2015-16 (W15/16) period and the
February-March 2020 period (FM20), with the Nov09 and W15/16 events being the most severe.
Ryan Hanley also established the optimum maximum flood levels in floodplains, with an appropriate
freeboard, to ensure that properties and essential infrastructure (e.g. main roads) would be at low
flood risk while also maximising the natural attenuation in the floodplains and protecting the integrity
of the turlough habitats. Target Maximum Flood Levels (TMFL) have been calculated for each
floodplain and have been used to develop flood alleviation and protection options for the study area.
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A survey team from Ryan Hanley undertook a threshold survey for the study area during April to May
2018 and gathered information on properties finished floor levels, access levels, property age, type,
build and use, in addition to information of past flood levels and flood durations, flood damages and
access issues. The team also undertook surveys of culverts and bridges, low-lying road areas and
existing flood defence structures. Subsequent site surveys were undertaken to augment the original
threshold survey and gather peak flood level data through the course of Stage I.
The design team held meetings with representatives of the South Galway Flood Relief Committee
(SGFRC) and members of the community to gather additional information on properties, roads and
land impacted by extreme flooding.
A database was developed for each property and road section potentially at flood risk or at risk of
being cut-off for prolonged durations due to flooding and included:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Unique property reference (i.e. H# = Residential, C#= Non-residential)
Property type and use (e.g. residential, commercial, cultural heritage, public building, farm
building etc.)
Plan area
Finished floor and path levels,
Access road minimum road levels
Water supply and sewerage
Property location (eastings and northing)
Property photograph
Associated floodplain

A database for all existing hydraulic structures and flood defences (e.g. culverts, embankments, flood
walls) was also prepared, which included all pertinent dimensions and photographs of the structure’s
extents.
A database has also been compiled for low-lying roads at flood risk roads throughout the study area
to inform road work projects, separate to the main scheme, to be undertaken directly by the local
authorities.
These databases and all topographical survey data (including road surveys) were linked to a main GIS
database for the study area, developed using QGIS software, to assist in the preparation of the flood
risk assessment and flood risk management measures option assessment for the study area.

2.2

Flood Mapping, Flood Levels and Duration

Mapping from TCD, GSI and Ryan Hanley were used to produce the 10% (1 in 10year), 1% (1 in 100year)
and 0.1% (1 in 1000year) Annual Exceedance Probability (AEP) current scenario Flood Mapping for the
study area, shown in Appendix B. A summary map is presented in Figure 2.2. Similar mapping is being
compiled for the climate change (mid-range future) (MRF) scenario.
Table 2.1 presents a summary of the past maximum flood level and the calculated 10%, 1% and 0.1%
AEP flood levels for each of the floodplains in the study area. Flood levels have also been calculated
for the 50%, 20%, 2% and 0.5% AEP for each floodplain.
Table 2.2 presents a summary of the target maximum flood levels for the study area floodplains.
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Figure 2.3 presents the locations where past maximum flood levels were surveyed during the study
and the flood extents mapping available for the study area before the scheme study commenced
(November 2009 flood extents – GSI) and the floodplains described in Table 2.1 and 2.2.
As set out in the brief the hydrological and hydraulic assessments undertaken for the Gort CFRAM
study were reviewed. Flood flows on the Beagh/ Gort River system were estimated and the proposed
design flood levels for the Gort Town lower floodplain and Crowe Street area were calculated.
The hydrology and past flood levels at Termon North and South turloughs and Turlough na hÉin,
Ballyboy, have been reviewed.
Similarly, the hydrology and past flood levels at Labane North and South turloughs, and the Cockstown
and Tullira Turloughs, have been reviewed. In addition, flood risk in the Boston and Owenbristy Areas
have been assessed.
Following a review, OPW confirmed that the Cregaclare area would be covered under the Lackan
floodplain – Dunkellin Flood Relief Scheme and subsequently has been removed from the Gort
Lowlands scheme area.
As noted in Section 2.1, the remaining areas (main scheme area between Blackrock turlough and
Kinvara Bay) have been assessed based on the design flood levels and flows calculated by TCD and
GSI. Details of historic and predictive flood levels are presented in Table 2.1. Table 2.2 sets out the
target (maximum allowable) flood levels that would avoid widescale flooding the region.
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Figure 2.2:

1% AEP Flood extents showing Scheme Areas
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FP39

FP24, 25
FP27
, 28

FP10, 26

FP38

FP22
FP23

FP01
FP37
FP02

FP21
FP20

FP03
FP16

FP12

FP04

FP18

FP13
FP08
FP07

FP33

FP14

FP09

FP32

FP11

FP06

FP15
FP05
FP29

Lough Cutra

FP30
FP31
FP34

Figure 2.3:

FP=

Flood Plain

Surveyed Flood Levels Locations and Nov’2009 flood extents (to be read in conjunction with Tables 2.1 and 2.2)
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Flood Levels
10% AEP

1%AEP

Past
Maximum

Ref

Floodplain

0.1%AEP

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Blackrock
Skehanagh (mid)
Coy
Ballylee
Lough Cutra
Gort Town D/S FP
Castletown
Ballyloughaun
Kiltartan
Lissatunny Turlough
Corker
Pouleenacoona - Roo Upper
Pouleenacoona - Roo Lower
Mannagh (lower)
Mannagh (upper)
Hawkhill
Newtown
Coole

28.88
18.56
18.49
34.09
18.85
16.13
15.43
13.59
15.07
13.44
16.05
15.35
14.67
13.43
13.43
13.43

29.41
27.30
19.93
19.93
34.51
19.27
17.91
17.91
15.07
15.11
15.02
16.70
16.70
15.48
15.01
15.01
15.01

29.62
27.40
20.56
20.56
34.92
19.67
18.71
18.71
15.82
15.47
15.49
16.80
16.80
15.71
15.47
15.47
15.47

19
20

Garryland
Caherglassaun

13.24
11.89

14.95
14.71

15.43
15.31

21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

Cahermore
Cockstown
Tullira
Labane North
Labane South
Ballinduff Upper
Lydacan
Polldonoghoe
Turlough an hEin
Termon North
Termon South
Kiltackybeg
Turloughmore
Lough Bunny
Owenbristy (upper)
Lackan Floodplain (#2)
Roxborough Bridge (lower)

11.61
29.45
24.80
19.00
21.40
17.90
15.75
13.20
27.70
24.00
23.30
-

13.93
29.90
25.15
20.34
21.98
18.48
16.00
14.40
28.40
24.31
23.54
-

14.36
30.40
25.30
20.50
22.60
18.75
16.10
15.15
28.90
24.40
23.60
-

32.82

33.54
43.8- >45 #3

33.68
44.1- >45 #3

38

Caherawoneen to Kinvara

-

-

-

Flood
Event

mOD

Table 2.1:

29.45
27.30
19.50
19.40
34.62
19.4 -19.5
18.05
18.05
15.0 - 15.2
15.16
14.87
16.40
16.40
14.91
15.15
14.6 - 14.9
14.6 - 14.9
14.6 - 14.9
(14.74)
14.6 - 14.9
15.48
13.4 - 13.6
#1
30.45
24.98
20.11
22.04
18.48
>16.0
14.2
28.40
24.3
23.5
21.05
30.6
18.8 - 19.0
20.47
32.9
44.45
Complex
Overland

Nov-09
W15/16
W15/16
W15/16
Nov-09
Nov-09
Nov-09
Nov-09
W15/16
W15/16
W15/16
W15/16
W15/16
W15/16
W15/16
W15/16
W15/16
W15/16
W15/16
W15/16
W15/16
W15/16
W15/16
W15/16
W15/16
Nov-09
W15/16
W15/16
W15/16
W15/16
W15/16
Nov-09
FM20
W15/16
FM20
W15/16
W15/16
W15/16

Design Flood Levels (Current Scenario) and Historic Maximum floods in the study
area floodplains (refer also to Figure 2.3)

#1= A higher flood level would have occurred if emergency flood relief works had not been undertaken.
#2= No longer within the Gort Lowlands study area
#3= Depends on the clearance of flood debris at the bridge and the swallow holes. Part of Kilchreest Drainage
Area District
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Floodplain

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

Blackrock
Skehanagh (mid)
Lough Coy
Ballylee
Lough Cutra
Gort Town D/S FP
Castletown
Ballyloughaun
Kiltartan
Lissatunny Turlough
Corker
Roo Upper
Roo Lower
Mannagh (lower)
Mannagh (upper)
Hawkhill
Newtown
Coole
Garryland
Caherglassaun
Cahermore
Cockstown
Tullira
Labane North
Labane South
Ballinduff Upper
Lydacan
Polldonoghoe
Turlough an hEin
Termon North
Termon South
Kiltackybeg
Turloughmore

29.41
27.30
19.93
19.93
34.51
19.27
17.91
17.91
15.07
15.11
15.02
16.70
16.70
15.49
c15.7
15.01
15.01
15.01
14.95
14.71
13.93
29.90
25.15
20.34
21.98
18.48
16.00
14.40
28.40
24.31
23.54
21.05 (PM)
30.6 (PM)

Lough Bunny
Owenbristy (upper)

19.0 (PM)

#2

0.00

35

20.47 (PM)

#2

0.00

36

Lackan Floodplain (#3)

32.9

32.8

#3

37

Roxborough Bridge (lower)

44.45

#4

#4

38

Caherawoneen to Kinvara

Varies

#5

#5

Table 2.2:

1%AEP, mOD [A]

TMFL (mOD) [B]

Level Difference
(A-B), m
2.31
1.95m #1
1.83
2.43
0.00
0.00
1.81
2.01
1.17
0.01
1.12
0.86
1.36
1.49
c1.45
1.66
1.66
1.66
1.60
1.86
1.58
0.90
0.00
0.00
1.08
0.48
0.50
1.40
0.00
0.91
1.49
0.00
0.00

Ref

27.1
25.35 #1
18.1
17.5
#2
#2
16.1
15.9
13.9
15.1
13.9
15.84
15.34
14
14.25
13.35
13.35
13.35
13.35
12.85
12.35
29
#2
#2
20.9
18
15.5
13
#2
23.4
22.05
#2
#2

Target maximum flood levels in the study area floodplains and approximate difference
compared to the calculated 1% AEP flood levels. (refer also to Figure 2.3)

#1 = All overflows from Blackrock floodplain to be contained within a flood relief channel.
#2= Not proposed to alleviate flood levels in these main floodplains at this location. Flood Protection
recommended.
#3= No longer within the Gort Lowlands study area
#4= Depends on the clearance of flood debris at the bridge and the swallow holes. Part of Kilchreest Drainage
Area District
#5= The TMFL will not exceed current scenario flood risk in these floodplains.
PM = past Maximum flood level recorded
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2.2.1 Design Flood Levels and Sensitivity Analysis
An analysis was undertaken as part of the hydrological assessment for the main Gort Lowlands area
(Blackrock to Dún Guaire (Kinvara Bay)) [TCD Model Extents] to establish the sensitivity of the design
flood levels relative to a number of scenarios comprising minor potential changes in the system during
a flood event or issues affecting the data used to calibrate the hydraulic model. These scenarios
included partial blockage of swallow holes and associated karst conduit systems, blockage of culverts
and bridges, variations in roughness coefficients and topography. The sensitivity analysis confirmed
for many scenarios negligible changes but also identified a number of potential significant impacts to
the design flood levels as follows:
•

Partial Blockage of the existing flood relief culvert under the R458 at Kiltartan (installed
following the November 2009 flood event) during a flood event would increase flood levels by
>1m in the Ballyloughaun and Castletown floodplains and potentially cause the N18 to be
overtopped.

•

Partial Blockage (10%) of main swallow-holes or conduits would potentially increase flood
levels in their respective flood plains by between 0.1 and 0.25m. More significant blockages
of swallow-holes or conduits has potential to further increase the storage of water and
therefore flood levels within the Lowlands.

A sensitivity analysis, undertaken as part of the climate change assessment, identified that small %
changes to rainfall rates used to develop the hydraulic model, resulted in appreciable increases in
flood levels and overland flows through the study area. This analysis demonstrated the model’s
sensitivity to potential errors, albeit small, in the rainfall events dataset used to calibrate the model.
Due to the findings of the sensitivity analysis and the complexities associated with modelling the
extensive groundwater flooding regime throughout the study area, Ryan Hanley propose, based on
professional judgment, to apply a reasonable ‘sensitivity’ allowance of +0.2m to the AEP flood levels
in main system for the assessment flood risk at properties and main infrastructure on a preliminary
basis.

2.2.2 Flood Duration
Among the most significant flood impacts in the Gort Lowlands is the prolonged duration of
groundwater flooding resulting in low-lying properties being inundated and communities isolated for
periods of weeks and months. For example, Thoor Ballylee flooded from early December 2015 to midMarch 2016, Kiltartan Church flooded from mid-December 2015 to mid-February 2016 and the access
to the community at Rinrush was cut-off for 56 days during the same period.
As part of the hydrological assessment, stage hydrographs (flood level profiles relative to time) have
been produced for the winter 2015/16 and the current scenario 1% AEP flood events. Flood level
duration curves have also been produced for each return period flood event, for each floodplain.
These hydrographs and duration curves have been used to calculate the length of time over which
roads, property, etc., flood for the various return periods.
In Section 3.4 stage hydrographs have been presented which show the calculated duration and flood
level profile for each floodplain in a 1%AEP flood scenario compared to the post scheme scenario. Also
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in Section 3.4 are hydrographs which compare the winter 2015/16 flood profile to the calculated postscheme flood profile for the same scenario.

2.3

Assessment of Flood Risk

2.3.1 Zoning of Flood Plains
To co-ordinate and manage the assessment of flood risk and flood relief options throughout the Gort
Lowlands region, the study area was sub divided into floodplain group zones as set out in Table 2.3
and presented in Figure 2.4.
Zone

Grouped Floodplains

Zone 1
Zone 2
Zone 3
Zone 4
Zone 5
Zone 6
Zone 7
Zone 8
Zone 9
Zone 10
Zone 11
Zone 12
Zone 13
Zone 14
Zone 15

Blackrock Turlough and Skehanagh Overflow
Lough Coy, Ballylee, Castletown and Ballyloughaun
Kiltartan, Corker, Lissatunny
Coole, Newtown, Hawkhill, Garryland, Ballynastaig Crannagh and Lydacan
Caherglassaun
Cahermore, Polldonoghoe, Caherawoneen to Kinvara and Loughcurra
Mannagh Upper (Kilmacduagh), Lough Mannagh Lower, Cloonteen River
Cockstown and Tullira
Termon North, Termon South, Turlough na hEin
Pouleenacoona to Roo
Labane North, Labane South, Ballinduff
Lough Bunny, Poulroe, Attyslanny, Rockvale and Skeardeen
Kiltacky Beg, Turloughmore
Gort River: Cannahowna to Kinincha
Owenbristy
Table 2.3:
Grouped Floodplain Zones (refer also to Figure 2.3)
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Figure 2.4:

Floodplain Group Zones
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2.3.2 Properties Flood Risk
Flood Risk to properties has been assessed separately for the main scheme (Zones 1 – 11 and Zone
14) and for Zones 12, 13 and 15. Data has been presented in this way to facilitate discussion regarding
scheme extents in Section 3 of this report. A summary of flood risk to properties is presented in Figure
2.5.

Kiltartan
Church

Thoor
Ballylee
Flooding in 1%
AEP shown in
red

Coole Park
(Visitor’s
Centre)
Crowe Street
(Gort Town)

Flood Risk
shown in
yellow

Figure 2.5: Summary of Flood Risk: Properties (1% AEP flood extents in blue, flooded properties in
red, properties at high flood risk in yellow, other properties as black dots)

Plate 2.1:

Flooding at Crowe Street during flooding in November 2009 (Courtesy of the South
Galway Flood Relief Committee and The Clare Champion)
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2.3.2.1 Main Scheme (Zones 1 to 11 and Zone 14)
Tables 2.4, 2.5 and 2.6 present the flood risk summary of the residential and non-residential properties
(excluding slated shed complexes and the Thoor Ballylee castle complex with are dealt with separately
below) for Zones 1 to 11 and 14 for the associated ranges of flood level sensitivity allowances. The
locations of these properties and the associated flood 1% AEP flood extents are included in the flood
risk assessments maps included in Appendix B.
Zone

Annual Exceedance Probability
(AEP)

10%

5%

2%

1%

0.5%

0.1%

Zone 1

Blackrock Turlough and Skehanagh
Overflow

2

7

9

9

10

11

Zone 2

Lough Coy, Ballylee, Castletown
and Ballyloughaun

0

0

1

1

3

6

Zone 3

Kiltartan, Corker, Lissatunny

0

0

0

1

2

6

Zone 4

Coole, Newtown, Hawkhill,
Garryland, Ballynastaig Crannagh
and Lydacan

0

0

2

3

3

4

Zone 5

Caherglassaun

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

2

12

13

15

16

1

1

3

3

3

5

Zone 6

Zone 7

Cahermore, Polldonoghoe,
Caherawoneen to Kinvara and
Loughcurra
Mannagh Upper (Kilmacduagh),
Lough Mannagh Lower, Cloonteen
River

Zone 8

Cockstown and Tullira

0

0

1

1

1

1

Zone 9

Termon North, Termon South,
Turlough na hEin,

0

0

0

1

2

2

Zone
10

Pouleenacoona to Roo

0

1

1

1

1

1

Zone
11

Labane North, Labane South,
Ballinduff

0

0

1

5

5

6

Zone
14

Gort River: Cannahowna to
Kinincha

0

0

5

8

12

19

3

11

35

46

57

78

Total
Table 2.4:

Residential Properties Flooding at the various Flood Annual Exceedance
Probabilities (Current Scenario)
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Zone

Annual Exceedance Probability
(AEP)

Feasibility Study

10%

5%

2%

1%

0.5%

0.1%

Zone 1

Blackrock Turlough and Skehanagh
Overflow

1

3

2

2

1

1

Zone 2

Lough Coy, Ballylee, Castletown
and Ballyloughaun

0

1

1

3

2

1

Zone 3

Kiltartan, Corker, Lissatunny

0

0

1

2

4

0

Zone 4

Coole, Newtown, Hawkhill,
Garryland, Ballynastaig Crannagh
and Lydacan

1

3

1

1

1

1

Zone 5

Caherglassaun

0

0

0

1

1

0

2

4

4

3

3

3

1

1

2

2

3

1

Zone 6

Zone 7

Cahermore, Polldonoghoe,
Caherawoneen to Kinvara and
Loughcurra
Mannagh Upper (Kilmacduagh),
Lough Mannagh Lower, Cloonteen
River

Zone 8

Cockstown and Tullira

0

1

0

0

0

1

Zone 9

Termon North, Termon South,
Turlough na hEin,

2

2

2

2

1

1

Zone
10

Pouleenacoona to Roo

0

0

0

0

0

0

Zone
11

Labane North, Labane South,
Ballinduff

0

1

4

1

1

1

Zone
14

Gort River: Cannahowna to
Kinincha

5

10

7

6

2

4

12

26

24

23

19

14

Total
Table 2.5:

Additional Residential Properties at High Flood Risk for the various Flood Annual
Exceedance Probabilities (Current Scenario)
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Zone

Annual Exceedance Probability
(AEP)

Feasibility Study

10%

5%

2%

1%

0.5%

0.1%

Zone 1

Blackrock Turlough and Skehanagh
Overflow

3

10

11

11

11

11

Zone 2

Lough Coy, Ballylee, Castletown
and Ballyloughaun

2

3

5

5

5

7

Zone 3

Kiltartan, Corker, Lissatunny

0

1

3

3

3

3

Zone 4

Coole, Newtown, Hawkhill,
Garryland, Ballynastaig Crannagh
and Lydacan

2

2

5

7

7

9

Zone 5

Caherglassaun

0

0

1

1

1

1

0

2

3

3

3

3

0

0

1

1

1

1

Zone 6

Zone 7

Cahermore, Polldonoghoe,
Caherawoneen to Kinvara and
Loughcurra
Mannagh Upper (Kilmacduagh),
Lough Mannagh Lower, Cloonteen
River

Zone 8

Cockstown and Tullira

0

1

1

1

1

1

Zone 9

Termon North, Termon South,
Turlough na hEin,

0

0

0

0

0

0

Zone
10

Pouleenacoona to Roo

0

1

2

3

3

3

Zone
11

Labane North, Labane South,
Ballinduff

0

0

0

0

1

1

Zone
14

Gort River: Cannahowna to
Kinincha

1

2

5

7

11

24

8

22

37

42

47

64

Total
Table 2.6:
2.3.2.2

Non-Residential Properties Flooding for the various Flood Annual Exceedance
Probabilities (Current Scenario)

Zones 12, 13 and 15

At Killourney, in Zone 12, 1 No. residential property is at high flood risk in a 10% AEP flood event. The
same property is likely to flood during a 2% AEP flood event (W15/16 event) for a prolonged duration.
At Kiltackybeg, in Zone 13, 3 No. houses, farm buildings and business workshops and stores are at high
flood risk in a 10% - 5% AEP flood event (similar to FM20). Of these 2 No. houses, the farm buildings
and the business flooded during a 2% AEP flood event (Nov09) and the third house floods in a 1% AEP
flood event.
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At Owenbristy, in Zone 15, 1 No. farm building complex including potentially slatted sheds is at high
flood in a 10% - 5% AEP flood event (similar to FM20) and possible at risk of flooding in a 1%AEP. Minor
flood protection works and localised flood alleviation will readily relieve the flood risk at this property.

Plate 2.2:

House at Cahermore flooded during the Winter 2015/2016 flood event
(Courtesy Sean Brady Aerial Photography)

2.3.3 Cultural Heritage Sites Flood Risk
Three important cultural heritage sites have been identified to be at risk of flooding as follows:
•
•
•

Thoor Ballylee Castle
Kiltartan Church
Coole Park gardens and visitor centre

At Thoor Ballylee, the visitor centre and castle have a ground floor level of <16.9mOD. The complex
experienced flood levels of up to 19.4mOD or >2.5m depth during the November 2009 and Winter
2015/16 (> 3months) flood events resulting in extensive damage and forcing the centre to close for a
number of years. The complex was reopened after repair works but was subject again to flooding in
February 2020 when flood levels of approximately 18.0mOD (1.1m depth) occurred.
Table 2.7 presents the estimated flood depths and flooding duration for each design AEP at the
complex. The existing temporary flood defences appear to protect the centre and castle from internal
flooding for events >20% AEP (i.e. less than 1 in 5year event).
Thoor Ballylee
Complex
20%
Flood Depth, m
<0.8
Flooding Duration, days
<10
Table 2.7:

10%
1.14
20

Annual Exceedance Probability
5%
2%
1%
0.5%
1.69
2.39
2.87
3.13
35
55
70
85
Flood Risk at Thoor Ballylee Castle

0.1%
3.27
95
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Plate 2.3:

Peak river flow flooding at Thoor Ballylee before floodplain backs-up December 2015 (SGFRC)

Plate 2.4:

Flooding at Thoor Ballylee directly from Ballylee floodplain - December 2015
(SGFRC)

Plate 2.5:

Flooding at Thoor Ballylee during the February/ March 2020 flood event
(Images courtesy of Yeats Thoor Ballylee Society)

Kiltartan Church (>175 years old) is located approximately 0.37km west of R458 – railway line level
crossing at Kiltartan and immediately north of the Polldeelin springs. The church has a finished floor
level of approximately 14.15mOD. The church was flooded during both the Nov 09 and W15/16 flood
events (c2 months) and was at high risk of flooding again in February 2020. The W15/16 maximum
flood depth was of the order of 0.9m. The 1% AEP flooding duration at the church is estimated at >5
weeks.
Coole Park gardens and visitor centre were flooded during the W15/16 flood event. Figure 2.6
presents the maximum flood extents during the event. The visitor centre and museum have a finished
floor level of approximately 14.58mOD and was flooded to a depth of c0.2m in W15/16. Extensive
flooding in the gardens lead to damage to many trees and threatened the famous ‘Autograph Tree’.
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Plate 2.6:

Feasibility Study

Flooding at Coole Park Gardens (during Winter 2015/16)
(Courtesy of Sean Brady Aerial Photography)

Autograph
Tree
Coole Park
gardens
Site of Coole
House

Target Max.
Flood Level
1% AEP PostScheme

Coole Park Museum
and Visitor Centre
Figure 2.6:

W15/16
Max. Flood
Extents

Coole Park Flood Risk. Blue line= 1%AEP, Red dashed line =
Winter 2015/16 and blue shading is TMFL extents

2.3.4 Slatted Shed Flood Risk
A review of flood risk associated with agricultural buildings and land identified 20 No. slatted shed
complexes at risk of flooding. Approximately 13 No. of these would have flooded during the W15/16
event. In addition to the damage to the shed complexes and equipment, the need to rehouse
livestock and the loss of silage and feed, photographic evidence taken during the Winter 2015/16
events clearly show pollution plumes from the flooded sheds discharging into the groundwater
floodplains and associated special areas of conservation.
The area of the slatted shed complexes buildings at risk of flooding range from 110m2 to 1,660m2.
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Table 2.8 presents a summary of the number of slatted sheds at risk of flooding for each AEP.
Description
Slatted Shed Complex
Table 2.8:

Plate 2.7:

Annual Exceedance Probability
10%
5%
2%
1%
0.5%
4
10
17
19
20
Number of slatted building complexes relative to AEP

0.1%
20

Example of a Slatted Shed Complex Flooding during Winter 2015/16
(Courtesy of Sean Brady Aerial Photography)

2.3.5 Agricultural Land Flood Risk
As part of the review of flood risk associated with slatted shed and agricultural land, the area and
duration of agricultural lands (pasture lands and heterogeneous agricultural areas) flooding during a
1% AEP flood event above the target maximum flood level for their associated flood plain was
calculated. The assessment concluded that >638 ha of land will benefit from the flood alleviation
works during a 1%AEP flood event, approximately 463 ha of which will be agricultural lands. Of this
463ha, approximately 347 ha is located in the main system floodplains and will benefit by alleviation
of flooding that would otherwise flood this land for durations >1 month. Flooding for such a prolonged
duration would cause extensive damage to agricultural grass lands, would lead to loss of productivity
for a full year, and would likely force re-seeding to allow the grassland to re-establish. The proposed
benefitting lands are the floodplain extents between the 1% AEP flood contour and the TMFL extents
shown on the flood risk assessment drawings in Appendix B to this report.

2.3.6 Access and Transportation Flood Risk
Flooding causes significant disruption to regional transport and local access in the scheme area as
summarised in Figure 2.7.
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Communities
Isolated for
prolonged
periods

Communities
Isolated for
prolonged
periods

R458 (former N18) &
Western Railway
Flooding
M18 Flooding

Communities
Isolated for
prolonged
periods

Figure 2.7:

Summary of Flood Risk: Transportation and Community
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Feasibility Study

Property Access

A review of traffic disruption and access impacts associated with flooding in the study area has
identified 49 No. individual sections of main routes and important local access roads throughout the
study area (Zones 1 to 15) at risk of flooding in a 1 %AEP event (current scenario). The review included
an assessment of properties and communities at risk of being cut-off by flooding for prolonged
durations.
During the flooding of Winter 2015/16, the effect of communities being cut off was clear and
significant. In particular at Rinrush, where 10 No. households and 2 No. farmsteads were cut off for
56 days. Residents could not get to work, and elderly residents were transported to medical
appointments by emergency helicopter during the flooding.
Figure 2.7 presents the locations of the roads at flood risk and the communities at risk of being cutoff. Table 2.9 summarises the roads at flood risk and Table 2.10 summarises the number of properties
within each community at risk of being cut-off and the duration that they will be cut off for. Table 2.10
does not include those communities where access disruption is short, the associated flood depths are
not excessive and/ or another feasible access route to low flood risk road network, (albeit long and
indirect), exists.
A review of flood risk to roads in the study area carried out as part of this project includes an
assessment of flood risk and potential flood relief works for the majority of the flood risk roads within
the study area or identifies suitable feasible access routes. Galway Co. Co. propose to advance road
flood relief works at a number of ‘shovel ready’ locations in the study area at the earlies opportunity.

Plate 2.8:

Kiltartan to Kinvara Road flooding at Kiltartan Winter 2015/16
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Ref

Route

Location

Scheme

R01

Tubber to Kinvara

Boston Area –
Separate Scheme

R02
R03
R04
R05

Tulla (Boston) to Kiltacky
Kiltacky to Boston Road
Kiltacky to Leitra Road
Gort to Corofin

R06
R07
R08
R09
R10
R11

Rathrope Road
Termon Road
Gort to Tubber
Crowe Street
Kinincha Road
Rockpark to Rockvale
Road
Tirneevin to Rockpark
Road
Roo Village Road
Poulataggle Road
Ballymulfaig Road
Tirneevin to Labane

Carrowcraheen, Poulroe/ Attyslany, Lough
Bunny
(Rockvale),
Pouleenacoona/
Derreenatloghta
Pouleenacoona/ Cushacorra, Tulla (Boston)
Kiltackybeg
Turloughmore
Killourney/ Attyslanny, Poulroe, Culleen,
Castlequarter Kilkeedy
Termon South
Termon North
Ballyboy (Turlough na hÉin)
Gort Town
Kinincha, Ballynamantan
Roo/ Poulataggle

R12
R13
R14
R15
R16

R17
R18
R19
R20
R21

R22
R23
R24
R25
R26
R27
R28
R29
R30
R31
R32
R33
R34

Ballynastaig Local Road
Tirneevin to Kilmacduagh
Road
Tirneevin to Gort Road
(New Line)
Gort to Tubber
M18 (JN-16 Gort
Interchange & main
alignment)
Glenbrack Road
Kiltartan to Rackerin
(Castletown) Road
Castletown to Newhall
(Rinrush Road)
Baunragh to Cloonanearla
Road
Rineen to Ballylee Road
Carrowbaun to Ballylee
Road
Ballylee to Ballynabucky
Road
Peterswell to Kinamona
(Loughaunawadda) Road
Skehanagh Road
Rahaly to Limepark Road
Moneen to Castledaly
Road
Grannagh to Castleboy
Road
N18 (Kiltartan)

Termon
AreaMain Scheme
Gort Town Area –
Main Scheme
Roo Area – Main
Scheme

Roo
Roo
Poulataggle, Tirneevin
Ballymulfaig
Tirneevin,
Cloonteen,
Knockaunatouk
(Hawkhill), Ballynastaig, Killmoran, Cahermore
(cross)
Ballynastaig
Tirneevin, Cloonteen

Gort
Lowlands
FRS
Main
Scheme

Cloonteen, Castlequarter, Newtown (Gort)
Newtown (Gort)
Glenbrack

Glenbrack
Castletown
Carrownavohanaun,
Rinrush,
Deerpark,
Newtown (Kiltartan)
Baunragh, Newhall, Newtown, Ballyaneen
North, Cloonanearla
Ballylee, Cloonanearla
Carrowbaun East/ West, Newhall, Ballylee
Dromorehill, Shanvally
Loughaunawadda, Rahaly, Gortlaloman
Skehanagh
Rahaly
Grannagh, Bullaunagh, Ballybackagh
Gortard
Kiltartan
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R35

R36

R37
R38
R39
R40
R41
R42
R43
R44
R45
R46

R47
R48
R49

Kiltartan to Kiltiernan
Road and local access
roads
Raheen to Kinvara Road

Cahermore to Ballybuck
Road
Caherawoneen South
Road
Caherawoneen North
Road
Kinvara to Ardrahan Road
N67 Kinvara to Kilcolgan
Road
Carton (north) local road
N18 (Labane) and slip road
Lissatunny to Roxborough
Road (High Road)
Cockstown Road
Kiltartan to Kiltiernan
Road and local access
roads
Labane to Craughwell
Road
Roxborough to
Ballymulleen Road
Drumarsna to
Ballinderreen Road

Table 2.9:

Feasibility Study

Kiltartan, Corker, Raheen Demesne, Raheen

Lydacan, Crannagh, Polldonoghue, Cahermore.
Road reported to have flooded for 110 days in
the 2015 winter floods
Cahermore (south) and local access road
Caherawoneen South
Caherawoneen North
Carton (north)
Dungory
Carton (north)
Labane
Reaskgarriff
Cockstown, Kinmona
Owenbristy

Labane
AreaMain Scheme

Owenbristy Road
Scheme

Cregaclare Demesne, Lackan

Dunkellin Scheme

Roxborough Demesne

Kilchreest
Drainage District
#1

Drumarsna North, Killeenhugh

Roads at Flood Risk within the Study Area

Note:
Green Shading = Areas not proposed as part of the main Gort Lowlands flood relief scheme
Blue Shading = Areas proposed as part of the main Gort Lowlands flood relief scheme
Note #1: Not feasible to undertake road raising at this location. Road works at Owenbristy (R46) will be become
the alternate route during flood events.
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Ref
CY01
CY02
CY03
CY04
CY05
CY06
CY07
CY08
CY09
CY10
CY11
CY12
CY13
CY14
CY15
CY16
CY17
CY18
CY19
Total

Name
Gortard
Grannagh
Loughaunawadda
Rahaly-Skehanagh
Skehanagh Village
Shanvalley
Dromorehill
Cloonanearla
Rinrush
Carrownavohanaun
Ballymantan
Kiltartan
West Coole
Cahermore Cross
Leeches Cross
Roo Village & Environs
Termon North & South
Lough Bunny Area
Turloughmore to Tulla

Feasibility Study

Residential
Properties at Risk

Farms at Risk

Other NRP at Risk

9
7
6
10
3
2
16
2
10
2
2
5
55
16
4
9

4
3
1
3

1 (Note #1)

4
11
2
175

1 (Note #2)
3 (Note #3)

1
3
2
2
2
22
5
2
4
1
1
4
41

Number of days exceeding critical level / flood return period (AEP)
10%
5%
2%
1%
0.5%
0.1%
0
1
3
4
5
7
3
12
23
30
35
57
12
25
37
47
60
83
0
7
12
17
24
35
0
7
12
17
24
35
0
0
2
4
5
7
0
0
2
4
5
7
0
7
10
15
22
33
14
56
91
99
99
99
0
3
10
14
16
25
See Note #4
0
4
24
35
45
75
0
0
12
19
30
57
0
0
24
31
50
72
0
0
24
31
50
72
See Note #5
See Note #6
See Note #7
See Note #8

5

Table 2.10: Rural Communities at Risk of being Cut-off due to groundwater flooding (Note: Other properties within communities, where properties are flooded for
a prolonged period, but which are not flooded themselves but whose access is cut-off for prolonged duration are assessed as being high flood risk properties)
Notes: #1 = Steel works company, #2 = car and lorry repair garage, #3 = Steel erection company, home heating oil company and Tirneevin church #4 = CY11 Ballymantan
(Gort): Flood depths are not excessive and flood duration is short (<3days). #5 = CY16 Roo Village: Shallow flood depth and reasonable access to Kinvara feasible.
#6 = CY17 Termon North: Relatively shallow flood depths and reasonable access to Tubber Road available. At Termon South the area was cut-off for up to 6 months during
the Winter to Summer 15/16 floods. One of the impacted property owners was evacuated for a total of 18 months for the period of Nov-09 to W15/16 event and their access
was cut-off again in 2018 and 2020 for several weeks. The 2No. house are considered at high flood risk and /or at risk of flooding. #7 = the Gort to Corofin Road and Tubber
to (New Quay) Kinvara Road at Lough Bunny is at risk of flooding for prolonged durations. Locals reported anecdotally that these roads were flooded for ‘several months’
during the winter 2015-2016 flood event. Access to the majority of properties at CY18 were impacted for over 4 weeks, but not cut-off, during the early 2020 flood event.
There is no hydrological data available to confirm the flood durations. #8= Direct Access to farms and houses cut-off by overflow from Turloughmore to Cushacorra lasting a
number of weeks during extreme flood events.
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2.3.6.2

Feasibility Study

Roads

Three main road route ways through the study area with relative high traffic volumes have been
identified at being at risk of flooding as follows:
•

M18 at Gort Interchange (R21) including the north-bound off ramp to Gort, the main
alignment between Ch26+600 to Ch27+700 under the overbridge and 500m north of the
overbridge.

•

R458 (old N18) at Kiltartan (R33) immediately south of the railway level crossing and on the
Labane Bypass (R42).

•

Kiltartan to Kinvara Road (L4506 and L4509) at R16, R34, R35 and R36.

These are strategic routes nationally, regionally and locally and their closure due to flooding would
cause significant impacts and force long diversions on indirect routes through South Galway with
associated long delays and traffic disruption. In 2009 for example, the N18 traffic had to be was
diverted through Loughrea Town. The M18, R458 and Kiltartan to Kinvara Annual Average Daily Traffic
(AADT) volumes have been surveyed at 13,314, 5927 and 969 veh/day respectively.
Flooding on the Kiltartan to Kinvara Road is associated with multiple groundwater floodplains
including the Kiltartan, Coole (Raheen), Lydacan, Polldonoghue and Cahermore floodplains. The
flooding on this route commences at low return periods duration and can be prolonged. The
Cahermore road was reported to have been closed for 110days during the W15/16 flood event. The
impact on community connectivity is significant when this road network is closed.
The R458 at Labane is at risk of flooding during a 1 in 10year flood event (example February-March
2020) from the Labane South floodplain and experienced prolonged road closures during the Nov09
and W15/16 flood events.
The R458 at Kiltartan flooded and dramatically overtopped during the Nov09 flood event associated
with the overflow between the Ballyloughaun to the Kiltartan floodplains. While subsequently road
culvert upgrade works were undertaken at Kiltartan, the R458 was again on the verge of flooding
during the Winter 15/16 flood event. Hydraulic modelling has shown that the R458 is at risk of flooding
during flood events >1 in 50years.
The north bound carriageway of the M18 partially flooded during the Winter 2015/16 flood event
from the Coole Lough floodplain. Flood risk assessments for this study confirm that the M18 is at risk
of flooding to a depth of up to 0.67m and 1.2m during 1% AEP and 1%AEP (MRFS) flood events
respectively.
Main road flooding durations for the current scenario have been assessed based on the Flood Duration
AEP Curves for the Ballyloughaun and Coole floodplains developed as part of the main system
hydrological study, and on flood simulations for the Labane Turlough. Table 2.11 presents the
estimated duration of main road flooding for the current scenario design AEP. These durations are
based on flooding to the centreline of the road. It is likely that traffic would be diverted before the
M18 floods and not reopened until the risk of flooding has subsided. As such longer road closure times
would be expected then those present in Table 2.11.
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The combination of road flooding on these main routes with local road closures during extreme flood
events will essentially prevent all feasible direct north-south road connectivity through the study area
(i.e. similar to Nov09) and force the M18, R458 and L4506/ L4509 traffic to undertake a long indirect
diversion via Loughrea and Craughwell to reach regional destinations e.g. Galway and Limerick, and
local destinations e.g. Kinvara, Ardrahan, Gort. These diversion options are discussed in detail in
Chapter 5 as part of the traffic disruption assessment.
Ref

Name

R20

M18

R33
R42
R34

R458
R458
L4506

R34

R35

L4509

Location

Gort
Interchange
Kiltartan
Labane
Kiltartan to
Kiltiernan
Road Kiltartan
Kiltartan to
Kiltiernan
Road Raheen
Raheen to
Kinvara Road
- Cahermore

Table 2.11:

Plate 2.9:

Number of days exceeding critical level / flood return period (AEP)
50%

20%

10%

5%

2%

1%

0.5%

0.1%

0

0

0

0

0

7

18

40

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
16
15

7
29
40

10
34
51

12
43
62

23
57
80

0

23

45

65

83

94

100

118

0

28

50

72

88

99

107

125

Main Road Flood Duration for the design AEP

N18 (now R458) overtopping in November 2009 at Kiltartan (Courtesy of OPW/
South Galway Flood Relief Committee)
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Plate 2.10:

Plate 2.11:

Feasibility Study

Winter 2015-16 Coole Flood Plain at circa 13.8mOD at Gort Interchange (not the
peak flood level) (Courtesy of GCC)

N18 (Now R458) in flood at Labane Winter 2015/16 (Courtesy of GCC)
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2.3.6.3

Feasibility Study

Rail

The Limerick-Athenry Railway Line north of Gort town at Castletown is at risk of flooding for prolonged
durations from the Castletown-Ballyloughaun floodplain in >10% AEP flood events and is further
exacerbated when the capacity of the R458 (N18) culvert at Kiltartan is exceeded in >2% AEP flood
events. During November 2009, prior to the upgrade of the downstream N18 culvert (see Plate 2.8),
the railway line was flooded to depths of >2.5m. The railway line remained closed for over 4 months
due to flooding and associated damage to its embankments and culverts. Having reviewed the
flooding mechanism on the line discussions were initiated with Irish Rail regarding their involvement
in the scheme.
The lowest level on the line is surveyed at 15.24mOD. Table 2.12 presents a summary of the calculated
flooding duration and length predicted on the line at Castletown relative to flood AEP. The adjacent
Castletown Road also floods for equivalent durations.
Parameter
50%
Flooded Line
length, m
Flood Duration,
Days

0

Table 2.12:

Plate 2.12:

Flood Event (Annual Exceedance Probability (AEP))
20%
10%
5%
2%
1%
0.50%

0

0.10%

170

410

740

840

>1000

>1000

<5

>10

20

>25

>35

>65

Flood Risk at the Railway line at Castletown

Railway line flooding December 2015 (Courtesy of Irish Rail)
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Flood Risk Assessment Summary

Following extensive surveys and detailed hydrological studies, a thorough assessment of flood risk
throughout the Gort Lowlands study area has concluded that during a 1 in 100year (1% AEP flood
event):
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

•

50 No. residential properties flood and a further 23 No. are at high flood risk for prolonged
durations.
65 No. non-residential properties including cultural heritage sites and 20 No. slatted shed
complexes flood for prolonged durations. Thoor Ballylee at risk of flooding to a depth >3m.
Included in the above are 9 No. residential and 8 non-residential properties which will flood
in the Crowe Street area of Gort Town. Gort Fire station is at high flood risk.
>463 ha of agricultural lands flood above the assessed target maximum flood level for each
flood plain.
175 No. residential properties and 46 No. non-residential properties, including dairy farms,
are at risk of being cut-off due to prolonged flooding of all road access to 19 No. rural
communities throughout the Gort Lowlands. The community at Rinrush are at risk of being
cut-off > 3months.
>49 No. individual sections of road including motorway, national secondary/ regional and
local roads are at risk of flooding for prolonged durations. Crowe Street in Gort Town is at risk
of flooding to a depth of 0.57m.
The main roads route through the study area, namely the M18, R458 (old N18) and Kiltartan
to Kinvara Road (L4506 and L4509) are at risk of closure for over 7, 34 and 99 days
respectively. The M18, R458 and Kiltartan to Kinvara routes have been surveyed at 13,314,
5927 and 969 v/day respectively.
The Limerick-Athenry Railway line at risk of flooding at Castletown >25 days.

The assessment confirms that flood risk is widespread and significant throughout the Gort Lowlands
and is exacerbated by the prolonged flood risk duration characteristic of groundwater floodplains. The
extensive nature of the flood risk is such that it potentially threatens the viability of rural communities
and businesses throughout the Gort Lowlands area. The flood risk to farm building complexes could
potentially cause a significant environmental impact including polluting of the groundwater sourced
public water supplies and the many special areas of conservation. The flood risk at Thoor Ballylee,
Kiltartan Church and Coole Park has the potential to impact on the internationally important cultural
heritage of the South Galway Region. The flood risk to the M18, R458 (old N18) and Limerick-Athenry
Railway Line threatens national and regional north-south connectivity along the western corridor. The
magnitude of flood damage is assessed in Chapter 5.
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3.0 Emerging Engineering Scheme
3.1

Introduction

As noted in Section 1, an outline design for an engineering scheme has been developed for the purpose
of assessing whether a scheme exists which will alleviate flooding in the study area, and which is both
environmentally and economically feasible.
A detailed preliminary assessment of flood risk management measures to alleviate flood risk in the
study area has been carried out and an engineering scheme has been identified. This scheme
described hereunder is the ‘Emerging Engineering Scheme’. Layout Plans are provided in Appendix
C.
The main objectives of the flood relief scheme, for the design 1 % AEP flood event, are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Protect people and their livelihoods,
Protect all residential and non-residential properties from flooding,
Ensure strategic road routes and access to rural communities are at low flood risk,
Facilitate possible future railway line raising works to alleviate flood risk to the railway line
Relieve flood risk at important cultural heritage sites, and
Achieve the above objectives in a cost-beneficial, environmentally sustainable and socially
acceptable manner.

The Emerging Engineering Scheme proposes to achieve the above objectives by:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Flood alleviation channels and culverts,
Augmentation and upgrade of existing flood relief culverts and channels,
Optimising natural storage within the lowlands groundwater floodplains,
Road raising, diversions and associated culvert works,
Major flood protection works (Gort Town) comprising flood embankments, flood walls and
drainage/ pumping,
Localised flood protection works comprising flood walls, flood gates, embankment works and
drainage at properties,
Land boundary infrastructure modifications on overland flood flow paths, and
Maintenance Programmes for channels, culverts, bridges, overland flow path routes, swallow
holes and springs.

Hydrological assessments have been undertaken as part of the study to determine if improved land
use management and attenuation works in the Slieve Aughty uplands area would benefit flood relief
in the Gort Lowlands area for the current scenario. The assessment concluded that:
•
•

Any feasible and cost-effective works in the uplands area would have very minor benefits to
the lowlands area,
Even significant permanent reductions in runoff from the mountains would not alter the fact
that extreme flooding would occur in the lowlands during a current or future 1% AEP flood
event scenario and would not negate the requirement for flood alleviation works in the Gort
lowlands.
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Therefore, improved land use management and attenuation works in the upland areas have not been
included in the scheme. The scheme in the lowlands has been designed to account for the current
flood volumes discharging from the upland areas.
While the scheme does not propose to undertake works in the Slieve Aughty upland areas to mitigate
current flood risk in the Gort Lowlands area, all improvements to land drainage practices by private
landowners (i.e. forestry, windfarms, farmland) required in accordance with current directives and
regulations are encouraged.
This chapter includes:
•
•

A Catchment Overview
The Scheme Design Criteria including design flows for channels and culverts and TMFL for each
floodplain.
• The extents of the Emerging Engineering Scheme and works that are to be progressed
separately to the scheme.
Description of proposed flood risk management measures for each floodplain/ individual sites

3.2

Catchment Overview

In order to conceptualise the study area’s complex hydrology, a preliminary schematic [Figure 3.1] of
the groundwater and river connectivity for each of main floodplain and karst features has been
developed. Each connection has been given a unique reference.

3.2.1 Establishing Extents of the Emerging Engineering Scheme
As set out in Section 2.3, floodplains have been categorised into fifteen zones, which have in turn been
grouped as follows:
Ref
I

Group Name
Gort Lowlands
[Main] Flood
Relief Scheme

II

Gort Lowlands
[Road] Flood
Relief Works

III

Boston Area Flood
Relief Scheme
(Minor Works
Scheme)
Boston Area Road
Flood Relief Works

IV

Zones in Group
Gort Lowlands [Zones 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6
and 7]
Gort Town FRS [Zone 14]
Labane Area FRS [Zones 8 and 11]
Roo Area FRS [Part of Zone 10]
Termon FRS [Part of Zone 9]
Owenbristy, Ballyboy (Turlough na
hÉin) [Zone 15 and Part of Zone 9]

Localised Flood Protection works for
properties at Kiltackybeg and
Killourney [Zone 13]

Comment
Main scheme to be
implemented by GCC with the
OPW.

Works to be undertaken by
Galway County Council.
Funded by roads budget
Separate from the main
scheme.
OPW Minor Works scheme to
be undertaken by Clare Co. Co.
(CCC). Separate from the main
scheme.
Works to be undertaken by
CCC from roads fund. Separate
from the main scheme.

Lough Bunny area, Attyslanny
Kiltackybeg, Turloughmore,
Cushacorra, Killeenmacoog/ Tulla,
Pouleenacoona [Zone 12]
Table 3.1:
Flood Relief Schemes in the Study Area
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The Emerging Engineering Scheme consists of Group I: Gort Lowlands [Main] Flood Relief Scheme
only and can be carried out independently of the other three Groups. Groups II & IV will be funded
separately to the project and do not meet the criteria for funding as flood relief works. It is proposed
that Group III be advanced as a Minor Works Scheme.
Flood alleviation works at Cregaclare, which were considered and reported on separately are now
included in the Dunkellin Flood Relief Scheme.
Drawings SCH001 to SCH005 in Appendix C to this report show the extents of the various schemes,
the associated flood relief works and the calculated 1% AEP pre and post scheme flood extents.

3.2.2 Scheme Design Criteria
The proposed flood alleviation scheme channels and culverts have been hydraulically designed using
the main groundwater system hydrological model developed by TCD for the Gort Lowlands area and
hydraulic models developed by Ryan Hanley for periphery floodplain areas. The hydraulic modelling
has confirmed that the scheme’s proposed target maximum flood levels (TMFL- See Chapter 2) for the
1% AEP design flood event are achievable. It has been confirmed that the proposed scheme will have
sufficient capacity to convey the 1% AEP mid-range future scenario (MFRS) design flows, albeit with
reduced freeboard..
Table 3.2 presents the 1% AEP design criteria for the scheme’s flood relief and protection works. The
Main Scheme works (Group I) are highlighted in blue. Works associated with Groups II – IV are
included for completeness.
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Polldonoghoe

Figure 3.1:

Gort Lowlands Schematic

Legend
Green Arrow = Groundwater connection
Dashed Green Arrow = Possible groundwater connection
Blue Arrow = Surface channel/ watercourse connection
Purple Arrow = Overland flow path
Blue Area = Lake or Turlough
Green Area = Floodplain area
Cyan area = Coastal waters
Grey area = Flood risk area
Square = Major rising
Circle = Major sinkhole
QX = Flow in surface channel
GX = Flow in groundwater connection
LX = Water level in Turlough / Lake / Floodplain / Coastal waters
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Blackrock to Skehanagh Flood Relief Channel
Thoor Ballylee Flood Protection Works (Ballycahalan/
Ballylee River flow)
Ballylee Flood Relief Channel
Gort Town (Gort Bridge) Flood Protection Works
(Existing Gort River (Bridge Street) Drainage Scheme
improvement and maintenance)
Gort Town (Crowe Street) Flood Protection Works and
pump rate
Castletown to Ballyloughaun Flood Relief Culverts
Ballyloughaun to Kiltartan Flood Relief Culverts
Labane to Ballinduff Upper Flood Relief Works
Ballinduff Upper to Lissatunny Turlough/ Ballinduff
Lower Flood Relief Channel
Cockstown Flood Relief Works
Tullira (1% AEP) Road Flood Relief Works
Kiltartan to Coole Flood Relief Channel & M18 Culverts
Mannagh to Coole (Cloonteen River) Upgrade
Coole (Crannagh) to Caherglassaun Flood Relief
Channel
Caherglassaun to Cahermore Flood Relief Channel
Polldonoghoe to Cahermore Flood Relief Works
Cahermore to Dungory / Kinvara Bay Flood Relief
Channel
Termon North to South Flood Relief Works
Termon South to Lough Doo Flood Relief Works
Turlough na hÉin (1% AEP) Road Flood Relief Works
Cushacorra Road Flood Relief Works
Poulataggle (county boundary) Flood Relief Culverts
Table 3.2:

Feasibility Study

Upstream TMFL, Upstream Invert Design
mOD
level, mOD
m3/s

Flow, Downstream
TMFL, mOD

Flood
Level
(protection
works), mOD

27.1
17.5 – 17.8

25.8
N/A

22.5
32.6

17.5 – 18.0

17.5

16.0

30.8
55.7

16.0

18.3

23.3

0.8 to 1.0

20.0 to 20.2

16.1
16.0-15.9
20.9
18.0

12.5
14.3
20.6
17.6

<10
37.5
0.15
0.20

16.0
14.5 – 14.2 – 13.9
18.0
14.9

29.0
25.15
13.9
14.0
13.35

28.5
24.2
11.5
13.0
11.0

<0.5
<1.0
40.8
5-8
40.8

28.0
13.35
13.35
12.85

12.85
13.0
12.35

10.8
11.7-12.4
10.4

29.1
<0.5
28.9

12.35
12.35
N/A (tidal)

23.4
23.0 -23.2
<1.0
22.05
21.65 -21.85
<1.2
28.40
<27.5
<0.5
18.9
18.05
2.0 -2.2
15.84
14.7
2.2 – 2.5
Scheme Design Criteria [ Group I scheme in blue]

25.45

22.05
20.5
18.70
15.34

>28.8
19.3
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Flood Risk Management Measures

3.3.1 Overview
Table 3.3 overleaf presents an overview summary of the proposed flood relief works and includes
references to the works general locations as shown in Figure 3.2 below and the associated scheme
drawings reference. A table summarising the proposed flood relief works details are given in Section
3.4. The works are described here from the upstream to downstream extents.
For completeness, Groups I – IV are described in the tables. Group I highlighted in blue.

Blackrock

Kinvara

Burren
(County
Clare)

Caherglassaun
Coole
Park
Gort
Town
Boston

Lough
Cutra
Termon

Figure 3.2:

Scheme Overview Locations
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Zone
1

Description
[Table 3.3] Drawing
A – Blackrock Flood Relief Works
SCH004
Alleviation of flood levels at Blackrock floodplain and along the Skehanagh overland flood flow path.
Flood Relief Channel and road culverts (Rahaly Road, Kinmona Road, Skehanagh Road and local road) and associated works extending from
Blackrock floodplain, through Skehanagh village and discharging to the Carrowbaun East floodplain. Flood Relief Access Road at Grannagh.
Swallow hole maintenance works (including monitoring of swallow hole condition and removal of blockages if identified). Road raising and
upgrade works. Minor flood relief drainage works at Skehanagh Well. Field boundary walls modifications (fencing) and minor vegetation
clearance and maintenance works.

2

B -Ballylee Flood Relief Works
SCH004
Alleviation of flood levels at Ballylee floodplain and conveyance of increased peak flood relief discharge from Blackrock floodplain. Flood
Relief Channel, culvert works at farm at Rinrush, road crossing works and guide embankments from the Ballylee floodplain, through Rinrush
to Ballyloughaun floodplain. Existing culvert upgrades and channel maintenance at Carrowbaun, Dromorehill/ Shanvally and Ballylee.
Swallow hole and springs maintenance works (including monitoring of swallow hole condition and removal of blockages if identified). Road
raising and upgrade works. Field boundary walls modifications (fencing) and minor vegetation clearance works.

2

C- Thoor Ballylee Flood Protection Works
Works at Thoor Ballylee facilitated by alleviation of flood levels in the main Ballylee floodplain. Defences to protect against residual flood
levels.
The works listed below will be considered along with stakeholder consultation, geotechnical investigations, environmental assessments:
• New and upgraded flood walls s, demountable flood barriers and gates, flood pumps and drainage improvements.
• Removal of road walls north of Thoor Ballylee Bridge to improve overland conveyance around the bridge and replace with fencing.
• Ongoing maintenance of the Ballylee River channel and bridge and minor channel and culverts around the castle.

SCH004
(and
Figure
2.3
below)

14

D- Gort Town Flood Relief Works
Protection of Crowe Street against high flood levels in the Gort River floodplain downstream of Gort Town and surcharging flood flows in
Ballylennaun Stream and urban catchment. Flood embankment and wall to the north of Crowe Street. Flood over-pumping facilities,
including pump sump, hard-standing area and portable diesel-powered pumps (up to 0.8m3/s capacity), on the Ballylennaun Stream Culvert
at Aldi and associated drainage upgrades on Crowe Street and Kinincha Road. Culvert outlet headwall and flap valve works. Embankment
protection works at Gort Town WWTP. Minor road raising works at Kinincha Road. Removal of the old iron foot bridge and abutment walls
at Lavally/ Kinincha on the Gort River. Continued maintenance of the OPW Gort Town (Bridge Street) Drainage Scheme and downstream
Gort River channel to the Castletown Sinks. Upgrade of the existing flood embankment upstream of Gort Bridge.
E- Ballyloughaun and Castletown Flood Relief Works

SCH003
(and
Figure
2.4
below)

2

SCH003
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Zone

Description
[Table 3.3] Drawing
Alleviation of flood levels at Ballyloughaun and Castletown floodplains to prevent the N18 and Castletown Road flooding, to facilitate the
possible future Irish Rail line raising works, and to facilitate the flood relief channel from Ballylee floodplain. Augmentation and upgrade/
augmentation of the existing culverts under the Castletown Road, railway line at Castletown and Kiltartan, and the N18 at Kiltartan. Minor
channel works and guide embankments. Minor Road raising works at Castletown, and culvert and road works at Baunragh. Swallow hole
maintenance works (including monitoring of swallow hole condition and removal of blockages if identified). Completion of the Flood Relief
Access Road between Rinrush and Baunragh. Field boundary walls modifications (fencing) and minor vegetation clearance works.

3

F- Kiltartan and Corker Flood Relief Works
SCH003
Alleviation of flood levels at Kiltartan and Corker floodplains and conveyance of increased peak flood relief discharge from Ballyloughaun
floodplain and from Labane South floodplain via Lissatunny/ Ballinduff floodplains. Augmentation and upgrade of the existing culverts under
the Kiltartan to Kinvara Road at Corker House and Raheen, and under the M18 (new large culvert). Flood Relief Channel Works from Kiltartan
via Corker to the Coole floodplain at Raheen Demesne. Guide embankments and minor land raising and property access road works. Road
raising at Kiltartan/ Corker and Raheen/ Raheen Demesne. Swallow hole maintenance works (including monitoring of swallow hole condition
and removal of blockages if identified). Field boundary walls modifications (fencing) and minor vegetation clearance works.

11

G- Labane North Flood Protection Scheme
SCH004
Protect houses from high flood levels in Labane North floodplain. Localised flood protection works comprising a low flood embankment,
over-pumping facilities (sump and drainage) and improved main road drainage.

11

H- Labane South Flood Relief Scheme
SCH004
Alleviation of flood levels in the Labane South and Ballinduff Upper floodplains. Upper flood relief channel to pump sump, hardstanding area
and temporary portable diesel-powered pumps (0.15 to 0.20m3/s capacity), rising main and outfall, shallow flood relief channel and field
wall and access track culvert works to Ballinduff Upper floodplain. Flood relief channel and culverts from Ballinduff floodplain to Lissatunny
turlough floodplain. Existing flood relief culvert under the R458 upgrade and maintenance works. Access track and culvert works and swallow
hole maintenance (including monitoring of swallow hole condition and removal of blockages if identified) in the Labane South floodplain

8

3- Cockstown Flood Relief Works
SCH004
Alleviation of flood levels at Cockstown floodplain. Flood relief channel and culvert and inlet structure works.
J- Tullira Flood Relief Works
SCH004
Main Swallow hole maintenance (including monitoring of swallow hole condition and removal of blockages if identified) and channel
maintenance works. Demountable barriers at outhouses at Tullira.
Road flood relief at Reaskgarriff comprising flood relief culvert under the road and road raising works.

8

8
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Zone

Description

[Table 3.3] Drawing

13

K- Kiltacky Beg Houses Flood Protection Scheme (Minor Works)
SCH005
Protect houses and associated buildings from high flood levels in the Kiltacky Beg floodplain. Localised flood protection works comprising
flood embankment, flood gates, drainage and over pumping facilities, main and local road raising and culvert works. Channel to the rear of
the properties currently unmaintained.

12

L- Killourney House Flood Protection Scheme (Minor Works)
SCH005
Localised flood protection (including flood gates, drainage and pumping facilities ) to house. Swallow Hole maintenance works (including
monitoring of swallow hole condition and removal of blockages if identified).

12

M -Lough Bunny Road Flood Relief Works
SCH005
Protection of the Gort – Corofin Road (R460) and the Tubber – (New Quay) Kinvara Road from high flood levels in the Lough Bunny/ Poulroe/
Attyslanny floodplains. Road raising and culvert works (Poulroe to Lough Bunny, Lough Bunny Cross, Killourney, Culleen) on R460. Road
raising and culvert works on the Kinvara Road at Boston Crossroads. Road raising and culvert works on the Castlequarter Kilkeedy local Road.
Upgrade the existing Lough Bunny bypass Road at Rockvale, Killourney and Attyslanny.

10 &
13

N- Tulla-Kiltacky More-Turloughmore Road Flood Relief Works
SCH005
Protection of the important local road from high flood levels and flood overtopping.
Road culvert at Killeenmacoog (Pouleenaconna western floodplain) and road edge protection works. Road culverts upgrade and road raising
at Cushacorra (overflow from Turloughmore). Road raising and culvert works on the Turloughmore Road. Road raising and culvert works on
access road to farm at Turloughmore.

10

O- Pouleenaconna Road Flood Relief Works
SCH005
Protection of the Kinvara Road from high flood levels in the Pouleenacoona floodplain. Road raising and culvert works and road edge
protection works. Road flooding will benefit from culvert works at Poulataggle (county boundary) and Lough Mannagh and Coole flood
alleviation works.

10

P- Roo Flood Relief Works
Area to benefit from flood alleviation at Coole and Lough Mannagh floodplains. Road raising and culvert works on main road and local
access road. Upgrade of existing localised flood protection works at a house including embankment and drainage and over-pumping
facilities. Swallow hole (Roo) maintenance works (including monitoring of swallow hole condition and removal of blockages if identified).
Road culvert upgrade works at Poulataggle (county boundary) but no road raising works proposed.

SCH005
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Zone
7

Description
[Table 3.3] Drawing
Q- Lough Mannagh
SCH005
Alleviation of flood levels at Lough Mannagh and Kilmacduagh floodplains. Cloonteen River channel upgrade and maintenance works and
inlet weir. Cloonteen Bridge culvert augmentation works. The New Line Road Culverts maintenance works. Inlet flow control weir structure
on Cloonteen River. Swallow hole maintenance at Tierneevin (including monitoring of swallow hole condition and removal of blockages if
identified). Upgrade of minor culvert at Poulataggle (Lough Mannagh) Bridge. Minor road raising works.

4

R- Coole Flood Relief Works
SCH003
Alleviation of flood levels at Coole Lough floodplains and conveyance of increased peak flood relief discharge from Kiltartan, Lough Mannagh
and Lydacan floodplains. Flood Relief Channel Works and culverts at Ballynastaig. Culvert works under local access road at Ballynastaig
Woods. Flood relief road culvert works at Lydacan. Property access road raising works at Glenbrack. Farm complex flood protection works
(embankment, flood gates, pumping facility and drainage) at Raheen Demesne beside Kinvara Road. Field boundary walls modifications
(fencing).

5

S- Caherglassaun Flood Relief Works
SCH003
Alleviation of flood levels in Caherglassaun floodplain and conveyance of flood relief discharge from Coole. Flood relief channel and culvert
(Leeche’s Cross) from Caherglassaun woods to Cahermore floodplain. Flood Relief Access Road at Ballynastaig/ Killomoran bypassing the
low-lying section of Caherglassaun Road.

6

T- Polldonoghoe Flood Relief Works
SCH002
Alleviation of flood levels at Polldonoghoe floodplain. Flood relief culverts (Kinvara Road and Caherglassaun-Tierneevin Road) and channel
from Polldonoghoe to Cahermore floodplain. Field boundary crossings.

6

U- Cahermore Flood Relief Works
SCH002
Alleviation of flood levels in Cahermore floodplain and conveyance of flood relief discharge from Caherglassaun floodplain. Flood relief
channel and culvert (Kinvara Road) from Cahermore flood plain to Caherawoneen floodplain. Main road and land raising and house access
raising works. Flood Relief channel (Caherawoneen Fen Bypass), guide embankment and culverts (Caherawoneen South Local Road) and
flow control structure at upstream end of Caherawoneen Fen Bypass. Road Raising at Caherawoneen South local road.

6

V- Caherawoneen to Dungory Flood Relief Works
SCH002
Alleviation of flood levels at Caherawoneen floodplain and conveyance of local catchment and Cahermore flood relief flows to Kinvara Bay.
Land profiling, flood relief channels, guide embankments, field boundary wall modifications (fencing) and land access road modifications.
Road culvert upgrade and road raising works at R347 (Ardrahan to Kinvara Road) and N67 (Dungory Bridge). Flood relief Channels designed
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Zone

Description
[Table 3.3] Drawing
to ensure no increase in flood levels in the lands between Caherawoneen and Dungory and embankments designed to confine flow to
defined overland flow path/ channel. Minor road raising and culvert works on Carton Road.

6

W- Loughcurra Borehole Protection Works
SCH002
Works by Irish Water. Protection of Kinvara water supply scheme borehole from high flood levels at Loughcurra floodplain. Works may
comprise flood embankment and road raising, fixed/ demountable protection to existing building and protection of all electrical equipment
at control building. Over-pumping facility.

9

X- Termon Flood Relief Scheme
SCH005
Alleviation of flood levels at Termon North and Termon South floodplains. Flood relief culvert and inlet structure and channel from Termon
North to Termon South floodplains. Flood relief culvert under causeway in Termon South floodplain. Flood relief culverts (Rathrope Road
and land access), inlet structure and channel works from Termon South to the Lough Doo including blockage of channel link to Attyslanny
(to Lough Bunny) floodplain and flow control structure and penstock downstream of Fiddaun marsh. Channel maintenance works on the
Lough Doo to Castlelodge River channel. Minor road raising and culvert works.

9

Y- Tubber (Ballyboy) Road Flood Relief Works
SCH005
Protection of the Gort to Tubber Road from high flood levels in Turlough na hÉin. Road Raising and culvert works. Localised flood protection
work to house including fixed/ demountable protection. Emergency over pumping drainage works.

15

Z- Owenbristy to Kiltiernan Road Flood Relief Works
Protection of important local access road from high flood levels in Owenbristy. Road raising and culvert works.
Table 3.3:

SCH002

Scheme Overview [Emerging Engineering Scheme in blue]
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3.3.2 Description of Measures
A preliminary design of the scheme’s flood risk management measures has been prepared including
channel and culvert sizes and road raising extents. These have been hydraulically modelled and the
design developed further in Autodesk AutoCAD Civil 3d based on topographical survey and LIDAR DTM
data available for the study area to assist with determining the plan area of the works, estimating
excavation volumes, road works extents etc., and preparation of the scheme’s cost-estimate. Table
3.4 provides a summary of the Emerging Engineering Scheme works referenced on scheme drawings
SCH001 to SCH005.

Plate 3.1:

Plate 3.2:

Existing twin elliptical arch bridge at N67 crossing (Ref. L.3.5.01)

Kiltartan Church flooded during the Winter 2015/2016 flood event
(Photo courtesy of John Kelly/ The Clare Champion)
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Ref
Description
Length
Floodplain Zone 1: Blackrock and Skehanagh (Drawing 2478/SCH004)
L1.1.01
Ballybackagh road raising
85m
L1.1.02
Owenshree river channel and swallow hole
110m
maintenance
L1.1.03
Blackrock flood alleviation channel at Rahaly
2400m
and Skehanagh,

L1.1.04
L1.1.05

Culvert crossing 1 and flow control structure,
Rahaly road
Culvert crossing 2, Kinmona road

L1.1.06
L1.1.06R

Culvert crossing 3, Skehanagh
Skehanagh road raising and drainage works

10m
120m,
250m

L1.1.08
L1.1.09

Culvert crossing 4, local access
Grannagh Flood Relief Access Road

6m
330m

Q1.1.01
Q1.1.02

Carrowbaun East to Newhall channel works
Carrowbaun East to Newhall culvert
maintenance
Pollaleen Spring maintenance at Newhall

c170m
-

Q1.1.03

Q1.1.04

Blackrock Turlough Swallow hole
maintenance

8m
8m

Description

[Table 3.4]

0.6m Max. lift, 0.4m Ave. lift
Maintain clear of flood debris and fallen trees
Main channel 12m wide base with 1 to 2 side slopes, fenced off channel. Average
depth 1.9m, maximum (localised >4m). Channels widens to 20m wide and depth
<1m at downstream end before start of spill to the overland flow path, with
removal of stone walls across flow path to be replaced by fencing along overland
flow path
Twin 5m x 2m box culverts, headwalls, wingwalls, safety fencing, flow control
structure and minor road raising
Twin 5m x 2m box culverts, headwalls, wingwalls, safety fencing and minor road
raising
Twin 5m x 2m box culverts, headwalls, wingwalls and safety fencing
0.55m Max. lift, 0.3m Ave. lift.
250m of 0.45m dia. culvert with 3No. manholes and 2No. headwalls discharging to
flood relief channel
Twin 5m x 2m box culverts, headwalls, wingwalls and safety fencing
171m of road raising along the existing road alignment, max lift 0.9m ave lift 0.5m.
159m of new off-line flood relief access road, 4.5m wide. 2 No. Flood plain
connectivity culverts (0.9m dia.) under the raised road sections.
Channel maintenance
Upgrade or replacement of the existing culvert with a 1.2m diameter pipe

-

Ongoing spring maintenance and inspection, including removal of flood debris and
repair of river bank (damage typically due to livestock activity)

-

Ongoing swallow hole maintenance and inspection, including removal of flood
debris.
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Ref
Description
Length
Description
[Table 3.4]
Floodplain Zone 2: Lough Coy, Ballylee, Ballyloughaun and Castletown (Drawing 2478/SCH004)
L1.2.04
Shanvally culvert
8
2.5m x 2m box culvert
L1.2.05
Shanvally road raising
125
Max lift 0.3m, Ave lift 0.2m
L1.2.06
Ballylee road culvert
8
2.5m x 2m box culvert
L1.3.01
Ballylee flood alleviation channel (upper) at
674
14m wide 1 in 2 side slopes. Average depth 1.6m with maximum depth of 3.5 - 4m
Ballyaneen North and Deerpark
L1.3.02
Culvert through farmstead
58
2.5m x 4m twin box culverts
L1.3.03
Ballylee flood alleviation channel (middle) at
764
14m wide 1 in 2 side slopes
Rinrush and Carrownavohanaun
L1.3.04
Existing Road reinforcement and culvert
7.5
35m long 5.0m wide reinforced road with 4 No. 0.9m pipe culverts. Road designed
installation.
to allow it to be flooded and to not impede the Ballylee flood alleviation channel
flow path. Access to be provided by Rinrush Flood Relief Road.
L1.3.05
Ballylee flood alleviation channel (lower) at
264
14m wide spillway riprap lined spillway and channel with guide embankments
Carrownavohanaun and Castletown
L1.3.07
Rinrush flood relief road
650m
Completion of Flood Relief Access road with field access and passing bays
L1.3.07
Baunragh road culvert
8m
0.9m dia. pipe culvert at low point in road and road improvement works.
Q1.1.04
Newtown swallow hole maintenance
Excavation of debris, fencing and maintenance
Q1.1.05
Pollanoween swallow hole maintenance
Ongoing swallow hole and 110m of channel maintenance and inspection
Q1.2B.01 Thoor Ballylee property protection
Localised flood protection works around the Thoor Ballylee buildings complex and
over-pumping drainage works. (subject to further review)
Q1.2B.04 Ballycahalan river bridge maintenance
Ongoing maintenance and inspection of Thoor Ballylee Bridge and channel
including removal of flood debris, excess sediment, blockages and scour damage
repair. Removal of low roadside walls obstructing overland flow (across the road)
to the north east of Thoor Ballylee Bridge and protection of banks from erosion.
Q1.2B.05 Castle stream and culvert maintenance
Maintenance and Bridge and channel maintenance including removal of flood
debris, excess sediment, blockages and scour damage repair.
L2.2.02,
Castletown flood alleviation channel (upper)
83m
4.5m wide channel, 1 in 2 side slopes. Average depth 1.0m, Maximum depth 1.8m
L2.2.04
from Castletown floodplain to railway
L2.2.07
Castletown flood alleviation channel (lower)
180m
4.5m wide channel, 1 in 2 side slopes. Guide embankments up to 16.1mOD crest
from railway merging with the proposed
level, Average depth 1.0m, Maximum depth 1.8m
Ballylee flood alleviation channel (lower)
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Ref
L2.2.01

Description
Castletown Sinks (Polltoophill) maintenance

L2.2.03
L2.2.05
L2.2.06

Castletown road raising
Castletown road culvert
Railway culvert (Castletown- UBE125)

73m
12m
12m

L3.0.01

Railway raising between XE131 and XE 136
(Irish Rail)
Ballyloughaun Flood alleviation channel
(upstream and downstream of R458) at
Ballyloughaun, Castletown and Kiltartan
Railway culvert works (Kiltartan- UBE 125A)

525m

L3.0.02

L3.0.03

Length
-

392m

Description
[Table 3.4]
Ongoing swallow holes maintenance and inspection, including removal of flood
debris, trash, dumping and other blockages.
Max. lift 0.7m, Ave. lift 0.4m
3m high x 2.4m wide box culvert to augment the existing stream culvert
2m high x 2m wide box culvert to augment the existing stream culvert and
facilitate rail raising works. Works to be undertaken with Irish Rail.
Raising and protection works of the existing railway embankment to a minimum
level of 16.7mOD by Irish Rail
11m wide channel with 1 in 1.5 side slopes. Max. depth 1.6m, Ave. depth 0.9m

10.5m

Twin 2.1m x 4m box culverts to replace the existing culvert and facilitate rail raising
works. Works to be undertaken with Irish Rail.
L3.0.04
R458 culvert works at Castletown and
38m
New 2.1m x 4m box culvert to augment the existing flood relief culvert under the
Kiltartan
R458 (Old N18).
Floodplain Zone 3: Kiltartan, Corker and Lissatunny (Drawing 2478/SCH003 & SCH004)
L3.1.01
Pollomuiri Sink hole maintenance
Ongoing swallow hole maintenance and inspection, including removal of flood
debris.
L3.1.02
Road raising at Kiltartan Road
154
Raising to a minimum level of 14.5mOD, Max. lift 0.5m, Ave. lift 0.25m
L3.1.04
Kiltartan Road culvert at Corker House
13
Twin 5m x 3m box culverts, safety barriers. Replacement of the existing flood relief
culvert (invert designed to be lowered if necessary).
L3.1.03
Polldeelin and Pollnacapple (Gort River
Removal of artificial blockages (trash and dumping) at Pollnacapple. Ongoing
resurgence) at Kiltartan maintenance
springs maintenance and inspection, including removal of flood debris.
Q3.1.01
Kiltartan flood alleviation channel at
1575
Main channel base width 11m, widen to accommodate culvert works at M18 and
Kiltartan, Corker, Raheen and Raheen
Raheen Road. Ave. depth 1.1m, Max. depth 4m, Fencing of 1155m, removal of
Demesne
walls, reinstatement of access track
Q3.1.02
Corker House access raising
67m
Raise driveway level Max. lift 0.92m, Ave. lift 0.5m
Q3.1.03
Land raising
Garden raising, and enhancement works.
Q3.1.05
M18 culvert works at Raheen
Augmenting the culvert capacity under the M18, e.g. installing a new 45m long
7.5m x 2.5m culvert complete with headwalls and with invert of 11.1mOD (invert
designed to be lowered if necessary). Subject to agreement with the TII.
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Ref
Q3.1.06

Description
Kinvara Road culvert works at Raheen

Length
17m

L3.2.01

Raheen road raising

542m

L4.4.01
Lissatunny minor road raising
140
Floodplain Zone 4: Coole and Lydacan (Drawing 2478/ SCH004)
L3.2.02
Protection for slatted shed complex at
180m
Raheen Demesne
L3.2.04
Glenbrack House access road raising
150m
Q3.2.01
Q3.2.02
Q3.2.03
L3.3.02

Ballynastaig culvert and minor flow-path
works
Coole flood relief channel at Crannagh and
Ballynastaig
Culvert on Caherglassaun flood relief road

Caherglassaun flood relief road at Crannagh
and Ballynastaig
L8.1.01
Lydacan flood relief channel at Crannagh
L8.1.04
Lydacan culvert
Floodplain Zone 5: Caherglassaun (Drawing 2478/SCH004)
Q3.3.01
Caherglassaun flood alleviation channel at
Cahermore
Q3.3.02
Leeches Cross culvert installation

5m
590m
10m
1090m
180m
10m
1044
7

Description
[Table 3.4]
Twin 5m wide x 3m high box culverts, safety barriers, road raising to 14mOD.
(invert designed to be lowered if necessary).
Raising of Raheen road to 14.0mOD, Max. lift 1.5m, Ave. lift 1.0m. c1000m fencing
and safety barriers
Raising of road, average 0.2m for 140m
Protection for flood depths up to 0.44m. Embankment and two flood gates,
drainage works and pump sump.
Raising of 150m of access road and 35m of local road, Max. lift 0.75m, Ave. lift
0.4m
Installation of 4m x 2m box culvert. Removal of stone walls along flow-path. No
clearance works.
15m wide channel, Max. depth 2.0m, Ave. depth 0.6m
Twin 5m wide x 3m high box culverts, , safety barriers, road level at culvert
14mOD. (invert designed to be lowered if necessary) and inlet control structure
New offline flood relief access road (via Ballynastaig Road) at existing land grade,
with culvert crossing at Q3.2.03 over Q3.2.02
Flood relief channel discharging to Coole floodplain. 1m wide base 1in 2 side slopes
0.9m dia. pipe culvert through existing road embankment
>10m wide base channel, 1 in 2 side slopes. Fenced off channel, to be maintained
clear of scrub. Average depth 2.3m, maximum depth 4.3m.
Twin 5m wide x 2.5m high box culverts, safety barriers, (invert designed to be
lowered if necessary). and inlet control structure.
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Ref
Description
Length
Description
[Table 3.4]
Floodplain Zone 6: Cahermore, Polldonoghoe and overflow to Kinvara (Drawing 2478/SCH002)
Q3.4.01
Cahermore to Dungory flood alleviation
4022m
Channel A: Cahermore to Caherawoneen
channel and overland flow path works at
over a
15m wide base. Side slopes 1 in 2. Ave. depth 1.6m, max depth 4.7m. 795m long
Cahermore, Caherawoneen South,
length of
Channel B. Caherawoneen Wetlands Bypass Channel
Caherawoneen North, Shessareagh, Cartron
5400m
Channel/ Land regrading30m wide. 1 in 4 side slopes. Dividing Embankment
and Dungory
between channel and wetland and flow control structure Average depth 1.15m.
1,050m long. Returned to agriculture

Q3.4.02
L3.4.04

Q3.4.04

Q3.4.05

Kinvara road culvert and inlet control at
Cahermore
Kinvara Road (L4509) Raising at Cahermore

Caherawoneen South culvert works and road
works

Caherawoneen North land access culvert

10m
340m

6m

3m

Channel C Caherawoneen to Dunguire (Kinvara Bay)
Five sections, 219m, 693m, 174m, 216m, 875m long. Average depth <0.7m. 15m
wide base channels with 1 in 3 side slopes. Returned to agriculture generally.
Flow path to be cleared of scrub and stone walls & replaced with flow-path fences.
Parts of Channel/ overland flow-path lined with guide embankments. Minor works
at Caherawoneen North Road including replacement of walls and road construction
strengthening at flow path (designed to be flooded)
Twin x 5m x 2.5m high wide box culverts, and inlet control structure, safety
barriers, (invert designed to be lowered if necessary)
Road raising to minimum of 12.8mOD including embankment and land raising
works and Safety barriers. Raising access roads into houses and gardens
reinstatement
Bypass Channel Road Crossing
Road embankment across the bypass channel, safety barriers, minimum level of
11.9mOD
4No. 5m wide x 1.2m high box culverts.
Existing Wetlands Road Crossing
Road raising to minimum level of 11.9mOD, safety barriers. Existing culvert
replacement with 4m wide x 1.5m high box culvert. Installing 2 No. 0.9m dia. pipe
culverts.
4 No. 1.5m high x 4m wide box culverts. Associated land access track raising works
and safety fencing
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Q3.4.06

Description
R347 Shessareagh culvert

Feasibility Study

Length
12m

Description
[Table 3.4]
Twin 5m x2.5m high wide box culverts. 94m road raising (minimum level 5.5mOD)
Max. lift 0.5m, Ave. lift 0.35m
Q3.4.07
Cartron Road raising and culvert installation
250m
2 No. culverts at low points in road. Road to be raised to 4.2mOD. Max lift 0.5m,
(Advanced Works by GCC)
Ave. lift 0.2m
L3.5.01
Dungory N67 culvert works
15m
Twin 5m wide x 2.1m high x box culverts to replace existing culverts., safety
fencing 100m of Road raising Max. lift 0.4m, Ave lift 0.2m. Minimum road level
4.15mOD.
G3.4
Loughcurra water abstraction property
Localised flood protection works for the borehole intake water supply scheme
protection (Irish Water)
facility including embankments, road raising, flood over-pumping facilities.
L3.4.01
Polldonoghoe road raising and culvert
85m
Road raising of 85m of road by up to 0.3m, Ave. lift 0.2m. 1 No. 1.05m Dia. pipe
installation
culvert through road
L3.4.02
Polldonoghoe flood relief channel at
930m
1m wide base 1in 2 side slopes flood relief channel, maximum depth 3.3m, ave,
Crannagh and Cahermore
depth 1.8m.
L3.4.03
Polldonoghue flood relief channel culverts
6m
1 No. 1.05m dia. pipe culvert under farm access track with flow control and 1 No.
1.05m dia. pipe culvert under Caherglassaun Road. Road reinstatement
Floodplain Zone 7: Lough Mannagh and Cloonteen (Drawing 2478/SCH005)
L5.2.01
Channel clearance at Poulataggle Bridge
20m
Clearance of scrub and minor channel obstructions
L5.2.02
Culvert Replacement (Poulataggle Bridge)
4
Replace the existing pipe culvert with a 1.8m x 1.2m box culvert including 0.4m
embedment.
L5.2.04
Road raising
80m
Minor road raising to provide freeboard above flood level. c0.2m raise
L5.2.05
Tirneevin Swallow hole maintenance
Ongoing swallow hole maintenance and inspection, including removal of flood
debris and artificial blockages.
Q5.2.01
Cloonteen River improvement works at
685m
Regrading of channel bed, reinstatement of collapsed banks, clearance of trees
Tirneevin and Cloonteen
and scrub within the channel, removal of walls and other obstructions crossing the
channel. Channel inlet control structure (weir) at upper channel reach.
Q5.2.02
Culvert Maintenance at Cloonteen River
Removal of blockages at culvert and repair works as necessary. Replacement of
Culverts at New Line Road
stone walls along road with safety barriers at culvert.
Q5.2.03
New culvert at Cloonteen River Bridge at
9
Installation of additional 1.5m high x 2m wide culvert to augment Cloonteen River
Tirneevin
Bridge capacity. Maintenance of existing arch bridge including removal of
obstructions.
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Ref
Description
Length
Floodplain Zone 8: Cockstown and Tullira (Drawing 2478/SCH004)
L4.2.01
Cockstown Flood alleviation works
675
L4.3.01
L4.3.02

Reaskgarriff road raising (Advanced Works
by GCC)
Reaskgarriff Road culvert installation
(Advanced Works by GCC)
Tullira Swallow hole maintenance-

270

Description

[Table 3.4]

370m of 0.9m dia. pipe culvert with headwalls and Inlet control structure. 305m of
open channel 1m wide with 1 in 2 side slopes (ave depth 1m).
Max. lift 0.5m, Ave. lift 0.3m

6

2 No. large dia. pipe culverts under Reaskgarriff Road to reinstatement floodplain
connectivity
Q4.2.01
Ongoing swallow hole maintenance and inspection, including removal of flood
debris. On clearance and maintenance of existing channel to be undertaken by
Tullira Castle with assistance from GCC.
Floodplain Zone 9: Termon and Turlough na hÉin (Ballyboy) (Drawing 2478/SCH005)
L7.1.01
Termon South flood relief culvert at Fiddaun
140m
140m of 0.9m Dia. pipe culvert with Inlet control structure
L7.1.02
Flood relief channel (Termon South)
300m
1m wide base excavated flood alleviation channel, upgrade of existing channel to
provide 1m wide base channel
L7.1.03
Channel Modifications (Termon South)
Block off excavated channel connection to Attyslanny from Termon South flood
relief channel.
L7.1.04
Existing channel upgrade (Termon South)
236m
Existing channel improvement works to provide minimum 1m wide base channel
and channel maintenance
L7.1.05
Flood relief channel (Termon South)
362m
1m wide base excavated flood alleviation channel
L7.1.06
Land access culvert (Termon South)
10m
1.05m dia. pipe culvert to facilitate land access and flow control structure to
maintain water levels in Fiddaun Marsh during low flood conditions.
L7.1.07
Existing channel upgrade (Termon South)
192m
Upgrade of existing channel to provide 1m wide base channel
L7.1.08
Existing channel upgrade Termon South)
366m
Upgrade of existing channel to provide 1m wide base channel and channel
maintenance.
L7.2.01
Culvert (Termon North)
10m
0.9m dia. pipe culverts under causeway to maintain floodplain connectivity
L7.2.02
Termon North Flood relief culvert and
250m
Inlet control structure, 150m long 0.9m Dia. pipe culvert and 100m of 1m wide
channel
flood alleviation channel
L7.2.03
Road raising Termon North (Advanced
100m
Road raising at causeway over enclosed depression. To 24.7mOD. Max. lift 0.85m
Works by GCC)
Ave. lift 0.6m.
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Ref
Q7.2.03

Description
Length
Culvert installation Termon North (Advanced
Works by GCC)
L7.3.01
Sheehaun road raising and culvert
60
installation (Advanced Works by GCC)
L7.3.02
Gort to Tubber road raising (Advanced
210m
Works by GCC) (Turlough nahÉin)
L7.3.03
Culvert installation (Advanced Works by
10
GCC)
L7.3.04
Property protection
Floodplain Zone 10: Pouleenacoona to Roo (Drawing 2478/SCH005)
L6.1.05
Culvert Upgrade
6
L6.1.08

Property protection Upgrade

-

L6.1.09

Swallow hole maintenance

-

L6.1.10
L6.1.11
L6.1.12

L4507 road raising
Culvert installation
Culvert maintenance works (Boston Area
Scheme by CCC)
Pouleenacoona road raising (Boston Area
Scheme by CCC)
Culvert works (Boston Area Scheme by CCC)
Pouleenacoona road raising (Boston Area
Scheme by CCC)

L6.1.12R
L6.1.13
L6.1.13R

270m
8m
-

Description
0.9m dia. pipe culvert through road causeway

[Table 3.4]

Max. lift 0.2m, Ave. lift 0.1m. Install large Dia. pipe culvert through road causeway
Max. lift 1.3m, Ave. lift 0.8m. Embankment to form flood defence bund
c0.9m Dia. pipe culvert through road embankment, non-return flap valve.
Emergency Over-pumping facilities pipework and manholes.
Localised flood protection works to be provided for a house at Ballyboy
Replacement of existing culverts with 3 No. 0.9m Dia. pipe culverts through
existing road causeway, I.L. 14.7mOD. No road raising.
Upgrade of existing flood protection works at house H147, using flood walls,
embankments, drainage and over-pumping facilities
Ongoing swallow hole maintenance and inspection, including removal of flood
debris and artificial blockages
Max lift 0.85m, Ave. lift 0.7m. Safety barriers along raised road section.
0.9m. pipe culvert installed through raised road embankment
Keep culvert clear of obstructions

340

Max lift 1.0m, Ave. lift 0.8m. Safety barriers along raised road section

8
250

0.9m dia. pipe culvert through road embankment
Max lift 1.0m, Ave. lift 0.75m. Safety barriers along raised road section.
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Floodplain Zone 11: Labane and Ballinduff (Drawing 2478/SCH004)
L4.1.01
Labane South and Ballinduff flood alleviation
works

Feasibility Study

Description

[Table 3.4]

Upper section (Labane Floodplain to R458 headwall) 220m of open channel, 1m
wide, ave 1.0m deep in fields (fenced off) to pumping facility manhole/ pump
sump. 290m of rising main in road verge and road and outlet headwall.
Middle Section (R458 to Ballinduff) 700m of Shallow channel (land regraded), 1.5m
wide, ave 0.3m deep in fields, with pipe culverts under walls.

Lower Section (Ballinduff to Lissatunny) 300m of open channel 1m wide, ave 1.0m
deep in fields (fenced off) including L4.1.03
L4.1.02
Labane South Pumping facility
Pumping facility and hardstanding pumping area. Temporary Portable dieselpowered pump (0.15 -0.2m3/s at 10m head) with level sensor
L4.1.03
Ballinduff Culvert
50m
Culvert length from alleviation channel at Ballinduff Upper
L4.1.04
Labane North flood protection embankment
80m
Localised flood protection works including earthen embankment and drainage
improvements and overpumping facilities for p2 No. properties
L4.1.05
Labane North storm drainage works
Storm gullies, intercepting drain and drainage works including a sump to facilitate
over pumping
Floodplain Zone 12: Lough Bunny (Drawing 2478/SCH005) Boston Area Scheme by CCC)
L5.1.01
Attyslanny road raising (CCC)
180m
Max. lift 0.8m, Ave. lift 0.6m
L5.1.02
Culvert installation (CCC)
6m
0.9m Dia. pipe culverts
L5.1.03
Road raising and culvert installation (CCC)
330mm
Max lift 1.3m, Ave. lift 0.5m. 2 No. 0.9m dia. pipe culverts under road
L5.1.05
R460 road raising and culvert installation
2030m
Max. lift 1.3m, Ave. lift 0.6m. 1 No. 0.9m dia. pipe culvert
(CCC)
L5.1.06
Culvert installation (CCC)
6
2 No. 0.9m dia. pipe culverts
L5.1.07
Road raising and culvert installation (CCC)
80
Max. lift 1.0m, Ave lift 0.7m. Driveway raising. 0.9m dia. pipe culvert under road
L5.1.08
Culvert installation (CCC)
6
0.9m dia. pipe culverts
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[Table 3.4]
L5.1.09
Road improvement (CCC)
1722m
Provision of passing bays, cutting back of hedgerows and improving road structure
L5.1.10
Road improvement (CCC)
881
Provision of passing bays, cutting back of hedgerows and improving road structure
L5.1.11
Road raising and culvert installation (CCC)
73
Max. lift 0.55m, Ave. lift 0.4m. 0.9m dia. pipe culvert under road
L5.1.12
Road raising and culvert installation (CCC)
125
Max. lift 1.1m, Ave. lift 0.8m. 0.9m dia. pipe culvert under road
Floodplain Zone 13: Turloughmore and Kiltacky Beg (Drawing 2478/SCH005) Boston Area Scheme by CCC)
L6.1.01
Cushacorra road raising (CCC)
100m
Minor road raising Max. lift 0.3m, Ave. lift 0.2m
L6.1.02
Cushacorra culverts (CCC)
7m
3 No. 0.9m Dia. pipe culverts through road embankment
L6.1.03
Killeenmacoog road raising (CCC)
170m
Minor road raising of 0.2m for 170m
L6.1.04
Culvert works (CCC)
7m
0.9m dia. pipe culvert through road causeway
L6.2.01
Turloughmore road raising (CCC)
100m
Road raising. Max. lift 0.4m, Ave. lift 0.15m and 0.9m dia. pipe culvert
L6.2.02
Turloughmore road raising (CCC)
180m
Road raising. Max. lift 0.35m, Ave. lift 0.2m and 0.9m dia. pipe culvert
L6.2.03
Turloughmore road raising (CCC)
200m
Road raising. Max. lift 0.45m, Ave. lift 0.2m and 0.9m dia. pipe culvert
L6.2.04
Farm access Culvert installation (CCC)
8m
0.9m dia. pipe culverts through road causeway
Q6.2.05
House Access Culvert installation (CCC)
8m
0.9m dia. pipe culverts through road causeway
L10.1.01
Kiltacky Beg road raising (CCC)
155m
Raising to minimum level of 21.3mOD. Max. lift 0.55m, Ave. lift 0.3m
L10.1.02
Culvert (CCC)
8
0.9m Dia. pipe culverts through road causeway
L10.1.03
Property protection (CCC)
Localised flood protection works for house and workshop including embankments,
floodwalls, demountable barriers and over-pumping drainage works.
L10.1.04
Property protection (CCC)
Localised flood protection works for house and farm buildings including
embankments, floodwalls, demountable barriers and over-pumping drainage
works.
L10.1.05
Property protection (CCC)
Localised flood protection works for house including embankments, floodwalls,
demountable barriers and over-pumping drainage works.
L10.1.06
Kiltacky Beg road raising (CCC)
120m
Raising to minimum level of 21.3mOD. Max. lift 0.9m, Ave lift 0.4m
L10.1.07
Culvert and channel works (CCC)
8
0.9m Dia. pipe culverts through road causeway to augment the existing culverts
and upgrade and maintenance of the existing channel to the rear of the houses.
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Flood Zone 14: Gort Town (Drawing 2478/SCH003)
Q2.1.01
Gort Bridge Embankment upgrade

Feasibility Study

Length

Description

150m

Embankment raising (provision of 0.5m freeboard above 1% AEP level-crest level
23.3mOD) and strengthening works. Provision of access ramp over the
embankment.
Flood wall top level 20 – 20.5mOD tying into existing structures and proposed
earthen embankment
Non-return valve to be placed on existing town surface water drainage outfall
Embankment with 20.2mOD crest level tying into flood wall and high ground
Twin 500 l/s Temporary portable diesel-powered pumps and pump sump chamber.
Non-return valve on the Ballylennaun Stream Culvert Outfall
Kinincha road drainage to tie into pumping chamber
Crowe street drainage improvement, including works to gullies and existing
pipework maintenance
Embankment around treatment plant to 20.2mOD crest level tying into high
ground and raised road
Road raising outside Wastewater treatment plant to facilitate access and to act as
barrier to flood water. Surface level c20.0mOD
Removal of old iron footbridge and associated stone abutments and walls crossing
the floodplain

Q2.1.02

Flood wall

70m

Q2.1.03
Q2.1.04
Q2.1.05

Non return valve
Town protection embankment
Pumping station

220m
-

Q2.1.06
Q2.1.07

Drainage works
Drainage works

Q2.1.08

Wastewater treatment plant embankment

210m

Q2.1.09

Road raising

100m

Q2.1.10

Structure Removal and channel maintenance

-

-

[Table 3.4]

Flood Zone 15: Owenbristy (Drawing 2478/SCH002)
L9.1.01
Owenbristy road raising and culvert
315m
Road raising to minimum level 20.75mOD. Max. lift 1.1m, Ave. lift 0.8m.
installation (GCC Roads Scheme)
Installation of 1 No0.9m dia. pipe culverts at two low points in road (2 No. culverts)
Table 3.4:
Description of proposed works [Emerging Engineering Scheme in blue]
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3.3.2.1 M18 Culverts
Hydraulic analysis has demonstrated that the proposed 1% AEP TMFL for the Kiltartan and Corker
floodplains of 13.9mOD will be achievable by increasing the capacity of the culvert under the M18 at
Raheen (See Q3.1.05 in Table 3.4). If the existing M18 culvert capacity is not augmented and only the
flood relief channel works undertaken, the residual 1% AEP post scheme current scenario flood levels
at the Kiltartan and Corker floodplains would increase to 14.5-14.55mOD, an increase of up to 0.65m
over the proposed TMFL scenario. This increase in flood level would, in essence, remove the allowable
freeboard to properties and roads. It would therefore be necessary to construct localised flood
defences at properties at Corker and Kiltartan and undertake additional road raising works along
Kiltartan Road. These flood defence levels would need to be further increased to mitigate the effects
of climate change (MRFS) which, in these floodplains in the absence of a new culvert under the M18,
increase the 1%AEP levels by an additional 0.25m. GCC is in consultation with TII regarding the
feasibility of implementing the M18 culvert works at Raheen. This area is currently marked as under
review on flood maps and scheme drawings.
3.3.2.2 Gort Town
Figures 3.3 and 3.4 show proposed flood defence measures that are envisaged for Gort Town. Figure
3.4 shows the area around the Wastewater Treatment Plant and Crowe Street. Figure 3.5 shows a
flood defence alignment for the area upstream of the Bridge.

Figure 3.3:

Proposed Flood Relief Works at Gort Town (Crowe Street)
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Entrance to
Aldi

Centra

Figure 3.4:

3.4

Proposed Flood Relief Works at Gort Town (upstream of Gort Bridge).

Flood Hydrographs

In addition to alleviating flood levels, the Emerging Engineering Scheme flood risk management
measures will reduce the duration of extreme flooding throughout the study area. Figure 3.5 presents
flood level hydrographs comparing pre and post scheme design 1%AEP flood events for the various
flood plains.
To further communicate the benefit of this flood duration reduction for properties at flood risk, roads
and low-lying lands, etc., within the main scheme floodplains, hydrographs have been prepared for
the winter 2015/16 flood event (most recent extreme flood event) showing a comparison between
the observed and calculated post-scheme flood level profiles.
Figure 3.6 presents the comparison hydrographs for the Ballylee and Cahermore floodplains for the
W15/16 flood event with the significant property and road levels shown.
Similarly, Figure 3.7 to 3.10 present the hydrographs and flood extents for the Blackrock, Coy, Coole
and Caherglassaun floodplains, for the W15/16 flood event and typical summer extents with the
significant property and road levels shown. Figure 3.7 to 3.10 also present photographs of the
floodplains during typical summer and winter conditions.
Aerial/ drone photographs in Figures 3.7, 3.8 & 3.9 are provided courtesy of GSI. Photos taken from
ground level in Figure 3.9 are provided courtesy of Laurence Gill, TCD.
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(A) Blackrock Floodplain

(B) Lough Coy Floodplain

(C) Ballylee Floodplain

(D) Castletown Floodplain

(E) Ballyloughaun Floodplain

Figure 3.5
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(F) Kiltartan Floodplain

Baseline and design 1% AEP hydrographs for various flood plains
(Continued overleaf)
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(G) Corker Floodplain

(I) Mannagh Floodplain

(K) Caherglassaun Floodplain
Figure 3.5
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(H) Lissatunny (Ballinduff) Floodplain

(J) Coole Floodplain

(L) Cahermore Floodplain

Baseline and design 1% AEP hydrographs for various flood plains
(Continued from previous page)
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(A) Ballylee Floodplain (above)

(B) Cahermore Floodplain (above)
Figure 3.6:

Ballylee & Cahermore Floodplains – Winter 2015/ 2016 observed and post-scheme
flood profiles.
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Blackrock Floodplain – Winter 2015/ 2016 observed and post-scheme flood profiles
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Figure 3.8:
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Lough Coy Floodplain – Winter 2015/ 2016 observed and post-scheme flood profiles
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Figure 3.9:
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Coole Floodplain – Winter 2015/ 2016 observed and post-scheme flood profiles
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Figure 3.10:
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Coole Floodplain – Winter 2015/ 2016 observed and post-scheme flood profiles.
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4.0 Environmental Assessment
4.1

Introduction

This section contains a summary description of the environmental setting of the Emerging Engineering
Flood Relief Scheme for the South Galway (Gort Lowlands) area and the associated environmental
risks and sensitivities, which are considered under the following headings:
•
•
•
•
•

Land use, Social and Material Assets
Cultural Heritage (Archaeological and Architectural Heritage)
Biodiversity
Water Resources
Landscape and Visual

The aim of this assessment is to present an analysis of the significant environmental risks associated
with the Emerging Engineering Scheme and to determine whether environmental mitigation measures
(including measures to ensure that environmental protection is achieved during the construction
works, operation and maintenance of the scheme) can be employed to manage environmental risk.
The precautionary principle has been employed in identifying elements of the scheme with potential
to cause significant effects1 on key environmental receptors within the study area. The assessment
adopts a qualitative approach to the determination of impacts and therefore focuses towards the
sensitivity of the environmental receptors to the effects. Where data was available, the assessment
was made against the existing baseline conditions, which was generally compiled from publiclyavailable data:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Myplan.ie Mapping (http://www.myplan.ie/webapp/)
National Parks and Wildlife Services, NPWS (https://www.npws.ie/ )
Biodiversity Ireland (https://maps.biodiversityireland.ie/ )
Irish Ramsar Wetland Committee (http://www.irishwetlands.ie/ )
Environmental Protection Area (EPA) mapping (https://gis.epa.ie/EPAMaps/AAGeoTool)
Geological Survey Ireland, GSI (https://dcenr.maps.arcgis.com)
National Monuments Service (https://www.archaeology.ie/ )
National Inventory of Archaeological Heritage (http://www.buildingsofireland.ie/ )
Heritage Mapping (https://www.heritagemaps.ie/WebApps/HeritageMaps/index.html)
Irish Wetland Bird Survey, i-WeBS (https://www.birdwatchireland.ie)

Additionally, studies which were commissioned as part of the Constraints Study for the scheme
(August 2018, http://southgalwayfrs.ie/wp-content/uploads/2018/09/229100098-MMD-CON-00-RP0001-C-Gort-Flood-Relief-Scheme-Constrainst-Study-Report.pdf)
informed
the
assessment.
Specifically, the Archaeological Study carried out by ÆGIS Archaeology Limited and the Landscape and
Visual Study carried out by Deirdre Black & Associates were examined. The assessment of effects on
biodiversity was also informed by preliminary ecological site walkovers (August 2019 and June 2020).

1

As defined in the ‘Draft Guidelines on the information to be contained in Environmental Impact Assessment
Reports’ (EPA, 2017)
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Significant Environmental Risks

The assessment of potential for significant effects on the environment from the Emerging Engineering
Scheme is presented. The overarching considerations and risks for the scheme are discussed
hereunder.

4.2.1 Land Use, Social and Material Assets
4.2.1.1 Policy and Land Use Considerations
The Flood Relief Scheme must be developed in line with sustainable development policies and
objectives.
The development of a flood relief scheme is supported by the Regional Policy Objectives set out in the
Regional Spatial and Economic Strategy for the Eastern & Midland Region 2020-2032: “RPO 8.13
Support the delivery of flood defence works planned by OPW to be implemented in the short-term”,
and by the Galway County Development Plan 2015-2021: “ Policy FL 1 – Flood Risk Management
Guidelines, It is the policy of Galway County Council to support, in co-operation with the OPW, the
implementation of the EU Flood Risk Directive (2007/60/EC), the Flood Risk Regulations (SI No. 122 of
2010) and the DEHLG/OPW publication The Planning System and Flood Risk Management Guidelines
(2009) (and any updated/superseding legislation or policy guidance)…”
The need for such development to have due regard to environmental protection is set out in the
Galway County Development Plan: “Objective DS 9 – Projects/Associated Improvement
Works/Infrastructure and Appropriate Assessment Ensure that proposed projects and any associated
improvement works or associated infrastructure relating to renewable energy projects; water supply
and abstraction; wastewater and discharges; flood alleviation and prevention; roads, power lines and
telecommunications; and amenity and recreation provision are subject to Appropriate Assessment
where relevant”.
The Emerging Engineering Flood Relief Scheme is sympathetic to the overall development strategies
set out in policy objectives for sustainable development of the region and county and will be subjected
to Appropriate Assessment in accordance with the European Communities (Birds and Natural
Habitats) Regulations 2011 (as amended).
4.2.1.2 Social Considerations
Recent flooding in the Gort lowlands has caused damage to and prolonged isolation of properties and
infrastructure in the area. The associated social implications of such flooding include:
•
•
•
•
•

reduction in income of local businesses
effects on wellbeing
reduced access to land
damage to and isolation of tourist amenities
disruption to local traffic

Overall, the scheme will have a positive effect on land use and wellbeing. Areas subject to extreme
flooding will be reduced to a Target Maximum Flood Level (TMFL). This will allow greater confidence
in decision making on how and when the land can be used and will mitigate severance of communities.
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Notwithstanding the positive effects of the scheme, there are considerations that must be addressed
in construction and design such that significant negative social effects of the scheme are mitigated:
•

•

•

•

Phasing of the construction of the scheme will need to be carefully planned such that
development of one element of the scheme does not result in an increase of flooding
elsewhere. Such an event would have significant social impacts.
During the construction phase there will likely be a requirement for local traffic diversions.
These will be temporary and access to community facilities will be maintained during the
works, and as such will not significantly impact.
The geology of the area dictates the need for a significant amount of rock breaking. Noise
associated with the construction works could therefore be significant. This however can be
mitigated as may be necessary through timing of rock-breaking activities.
There will likely be a requirement for temporary localised disruption of services (e.g. water
and electricity) during the construction works, e.g. for culvert replacement or relocation of
electricity pole. Service disruptions impacting the surrounding residential, social and
commercial properties must be kept to a minimum, only occurring where unavoidable. Prior
notification of disruptions should be given to all impacted properties to allow alternative
measures to be taken where appropriate. Where possible, works should be programmed so
as to avoid disruption to events or festivals in the area.

4.2.1.3 Material Assets
Fundamental public infrastructure (motorway, road and rail) was cut off / threatened to be cut off by
the recent prolonged flooding of the Gort lowlands. The Emerging Engineering Scheme will protect
this infrastructure from extreme food events, ensuring connectivity, and allowing continued
capitalisation on Gort’s strategic geographical location. The measures will also ensure that access to
essential services e.g. medical facilities is maintained.
Given the nature of the Emerging Engineering Scheme, involving the excavation of large channels,
there is potential for the generation of large volumes of waste material where a cut-fill balance cannot
be achieved. The potential for reuse of material within the scheme will be determined following
ground investigation. Material excavated should aim to be re-used on-site, wherever possible. The
storage, reuse and/or disposal of material generated by the construction works must be managed in
accordance with waste legislation and planning law.
4.2.1.4 Local Economy
Commercial Activities
The scheme will have a positive effect on local commercial activities in that it will provide protection
to properties thereby ensuring no interruption to business or damage to goods and property due to
flooding. Service disruptions during construction which might impact the surrounding commercial
properties shall be kept to a minimum and as such will not be significant.
Agriculture
Flooding in the Gort Lowlands has resulted in the inundation of and isolation of numerous farm
buildings during recent flood events (see Flood Risk Maps). The flood events have coincided with the
period when cattle are being housed for the Winter. As such there is an associated detriment to the
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health and welfare of animals. A flood risk management scheme for the area will alleviate such risk by
maintaining target maximum flood levels, which will be a positive effect for this industry in the area.
The flood relief channels will, for the most part, align to the existing overland flow path which
establishes during flood events. As such, new areas of land would generally not be inundated as a
result of the scheme. However, flow velocity through such areas will be increased, and as such the
safety and health of land users must be considered in the design of the scheme. Accommodation
works may be necessary to ensure safe movement of people and livestock in and around the flood
relief channels. Also, depending on channel design, it may not be feasible to hand back affected lands
to the landowner or to return them to their original land use (e.g. for grazing) outside of the flood
period. As such there may be an associated land take or severance associated with the scheme.
Scheme design should aim to minimise the need for land take.
People whose land it is proposed to interfere with as part of the scheme will be notified in accordance
with the 1945 and 1995Arterial Drainage Acts . They will be invited to view the proposed scheme and
make their observations on it during the Public Exhibition. The Minister will consider their
observations before confirming the scheme. When the scheme is completed the landowners will be
entitled to apply for compensation from the OPW for the interference to their land.
It may be necessary to permanently remove land boundaries (e.g. hedgerows and stone walls) along
the alignment of the flood relief channels such that hydraulic throughput is accommodated. The
delineation of land boundaries must be considered and designed for in the scheme.
Commercial Fisheries
The intention of the Emerging Engineering Scheme is to improve the existing overland flow path
between the turloughs in the catchment and the coast, to allow flood water to decant more effectively
between turloughs and towards Kinvara Bay. In doing this, the rate at which flood waters enter the
bay will differ between a scheme scenario and a no-scheme scenario. For a 100-year return period,
flood waters currently enter the bay at a more sustained rate and for a longer duration than will be
the case for the scheme scenario. The peak flow estimated for the existing discharge is in the order of
40 m3/s, whereas the peak flow for a scheme scenario is 60 m3/s (data from TCD for 1 in 100 event).
Because the scheme will encourage the faster movement of water overland, the peak flow will be
greater and will occur slightly earlier over the duration of the flood event than for the ‘no scheme
scenario’. The rate of flow to the bay will recede earlier in the scheme scenario as the bulk of flood
water is delivered to the bay earlier during the flood event. MSN Hydro has modelled the salinity
concentrations in the bay at different locations over time for the scheme and no-scheme scenarios
(see below modelled locations and modelled example for 1 in 100 year event).
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Salinity Monitoring Locations (Source: MSN Hydro)

Extract from Salinity Model (Source: MSN Hydro)

For both the scheme and no-scheme scenarios, salinity concentrations in the bay are greatly reduced
by the influx of flood water flows, with concentrations below 5ppt occurring for both the scheme and
no-scheme scenarios at sites near the coast, and concentrations dropping to ca. 8ppt in the middle of
the bay for both scenarios (see example for near coastal site below).
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Extract from Salinity Model Showing Changes in Salinity as a result of
scheme (Source: MSN Hydro): note model shows wet season only

Oysters can tolerate salinity fluctuations ranging from 5-40 ppt, with their optimal range being from
14 to 28 ppt (Shumway 19961). Loosanoff2 conducted a study in which oysters were maintained at
3ppt salinity for 30 days at 8-12 degrees Celsius. While mortality levels were low under these
conditions, Loosanoff noted that while oysters can survive in such low salinities, they are not optimal
for growth, feeding and reproduction. Temperature was observed to play a significant role in shellfish
survival, with full mortality in 15 days when temperatures were elevated. For the South Galway (Gort
Lowlands) Flood Relief Scheme, the channels will operate during the wetter winter period, where
temperatures are low and stable. Thus, salinity will likely be the more influential factor on shellfish
mortality and biological function.
The recovery above 5ppt at locations near the coast (location G to J), for scheme and no-scheme
scenario, on average occur within 10 hours of dropping below 5ppt and have moved above 10ppt on
average within 12 hours. The frequency at which salinity concentrations drop below 10ppt and 5ppt
are similar for both the scheme and no-scheme scenarios. The model concluded that at locations
closer to the source of freshwater input, the response in relation to salinity concentrations is quite
similar between the scheme and no-scheme scenarios. Thus, no effects on shellfish would be expected
at these locations. Kinvara Bay plays host to several licensed commercial shellfish farms. The most
significant of these is the extensive oyster farm along the southern extent of the bay (near locations
H and I). No significant effects would be expected for oyster beds at this location.

1

Shumway, S. E. 1996. Natural environmental factors. pp. 467–513. In: V. S. Kennedy, R. I. E. Newell & A. F.
Eble, editors. The Eastern Oyster, Crassostrea virginica. Maryland Sea Grant College Publication, College Park,
Maryland.
2
Loosanoff, V.L. 1953. Behavior of oysters in water of low salinities. Proceedings of the National Shellfisheries
Association 43: 135–151
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For sites further out in the bay (where salinity is not shown to drop below 5ppt) recovery of salinity
concentrations to above 10ppt (from initial time of dropping below 10ppt) is within 2 to 3 hours for
both scheme and no scheme scenarios. The frequency at which salinity concentrations drop below
10ppt for the scheme scenario is approximately twice that of the no-scheme scenario at this location
in the bay. Significant effects on shellfish biology and / or mortality would not be expected for such
durations of salinity deficit (2-3hrs) given closure would be for an associated short period and as such
should not be inhibitory to feeding and shellfish condition.

4.2.2 Cultural Heritage
The strategic aim of the Galway County Development Plan (Strategic Aim 10 – Heritage) is to “enhance
and protect the built heritage and natural environment, including buildings, archaeology, landscape
and biodiversity, within the County”.
Flooding in the Gort Lowlands has resulted in the inundation of features of Archaeological and
Architectural Heritage. The Thoor Ballylee Castle complex has experienced flood levels of up to
19.4mOD or ca. 2.5m depth during recent flood events. Coole, which is an Architectural Conservation
Area, and which is host to several heritage trees has been subjected to extreme flooding in recent
years. Similarly, Kiltartan church and graveyard, which are protected structures, have been flooded in
recent flood events. The development of a flood relief scheme will play a positive role in protecting
archaeological features which are subject to flooding in the 1 in 100 years (1% AEP) flood event.
A wide variety of both archaeological monuments and architectural features occur in proximity to the
Emerging Engineering Flood Relief Scheme. Given the nature of the scheme (ground excavation) there
is a strong potential for discovery of unrecorded or ‘new’ archaeological features. Additionally, there
is potential for disturbance to unrecorded riverine underwater archaeological features in the Gort
River. Geotechnical investigations will provide further information to allow a more detailed
assessment of archaeological impact of the scheme.
Desktop assessment indicates that the works areas generally do not directly overlap with any national
monuments, NIAH buildings, or protected structures. Where the potential channel alignment
encroaches towards a sites and monuments record zone of notification e.g. the ringfort (GA113-092)
at Kinvara, mitigation by avoidance should as a first measure be employed. Where this is not
achievable due to design constraints, excavation may be required. This will be advised by the scheme
archaeologist who should be retained for the duration of the relevant works to advise on and resolve
archaeological matters. Additionally, pre- construction archaeological investigation will be carried out
in advance of the proposed works, to clarify the nature of the material observed and to assess its
archaeological risk.
The construction of a flood relief scheme for Gort Lowlands will require the removal of stone walls,
hedgerows and treelines. The removal of these features is in contradiction to the heritage policy 4.2.4
set out in the Kinvara Local Area Plan 2005 -2011 to “promote the retention of individual trees and
groups of trees, hedgerows, stonewalls and other associated habitat and landscape features where
possible”. However, the Plan recognises that removal of such features on the landscape may be
unavoidable, and policy 4.2.7 requires that “where boundaries have to be removed and are to be
replaced, replace with boundary types similar to those removed, for example, masonry stone walls”.
The effects of removing stone walls, hedgerows and treelines can be mitigated along the scheme by
replacement planting and/or reconstruction.
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4.2.3 Biodiversity
The Emerging Engineering Scheme will involve the management and control of extreme flood levels
associated with the turloughs in the Gort Lowlands and surrounds. These flood waters will be directed
into Kinvara Bay. Kinvara Bay is part of the Galway Bay Complex SAC (a protected European site) and
many of the turloughs associated with the scheme are designated European sites. The Emerging
Engineering Scheme has been developed with the aim of limiting the overlap with protected areas.
Turloughs contain regular zonation of vegetation ranging from fringing woodland and grassland
communities, to aquatic communities towards the wetter areas (Moran et al. 2008). Flood depth and
duration are considered to be the driving factors in species composition for turloughs (Goodwillie
2003; Moran et al. 2008). The upper zone of turlough vegetation is broadly aligned to the average
height of water that is most regularly reached. The flood relief channels, road raising, and culverts are
for the most part outside of the boundaries of the designated areas and are within agricultural
grasslands. However, there are locations within the scheme which require channel construction / road
raising within the SACs/ SPAs. Walkover survey confirmed these areas to comprise agricultural
grassland and are beyond the upper zone of the turloughs. Following channel excavation, the lands
will for the most part be returned to their original use (agriculture). As such, there will be no direct
damage to turlough habitat. At Caherglassaun Turlough, there is a requirement to permanently
remove woodland vegetation to accommodate channel construction. This has been confirmed
through field survey not to equate to turlough fringe vegetation. There will therefore be no direct loss
of turlough habitat.
There will be no works within the Galway Bay Complex
SAC. Works associated with scheme will stop at the N67
culvert and road raising. From this location, there is an
existing channel out to the bay which currently acts (and
will continue to act) as a conduit for the overland flow of
flood waters into Kinvara Bay from the Lowlands. The
vegetation either side of this channel is potential Atlantic
salt meadows (Glauco-Puccinellietalia maritimae). There
is potential for this habitat to be damaged by flood flows.
However, it is of note that this is the existing flow path for
freshwater flood flows from the Lowlands and as such the
habitat will be subject to damage during the current noscheme conditions due to freshwater inundation and Plate 4.1
View of existing channel
scouring. The project will be subjected to Appropriate in Kinvara Bay (Source Mott MacDonald,
Assessment under the European Communities (Birds and 2020)
Natural Habitats) Regulations 2011 (as amended). Where
significant effects on site integrity cannot be avoided or
mitigated and there are no alternatives to the scheme (or
element thereof) the scheme may be progressed only
where there are imperative reasons of overriding public
interest.
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Designated Site in Study Area (Source: Constraints Report).
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The Gort Lowlands area is host to several species protected under the Wildlife Act 1976 – 2018, and
Birds and Habitats Regulations e.g. harbour seal, lesser horseshow bat, smooth newt, wetland birds,
pine marten, otter, etc. Also, the area supports a high number of rare and threatened flora protected
under the Flora (Protection) Order, 2015 and listed in Irelands Red lists. Significant effects on such
flora and fauna (e.g. through disturbance and pollution) can be mitigated through proper
management and monitoring of the construction and maintenance of the scheme.
The construction and maintenance of the scheme will need to be constructed during the dryer months
of the year (as construction would be made difficult in time of flood). Therefore, the works are unlikely
to overlap with the wintering bird season. The potential for significant effects on SPAs is therefore
low.
Hedgerows and stone walls will be removed as part of the scheme. These may be important for
breeding birds, commuting corridors for lesser horseshow bat and habitat for pine marten. A breeding
bird survey of the scheme (carried out in June 2020) identified no birds of note apart from a single
Whooper Swan on Caherglassaun Turlough and a Kingfisher at Roxborough. Notwithstanding this,
vegetation clearance should be carried out in accordance with the requirements of the Wildlife Act.
All hedgerows / treelines / stone walls removed will need to be replaced (which may be offset in a
nearby location away from the flooded area) such that there is no net loss in supporting habitat for
protected species. It may be necessary to include green bridges over the channels to where important
commuting routes for lesser horseshoe bats are interrupted by the scheme.
The flood relief measures proposed are sympathetic to the current hydrology of the area. The
channels will follow the natural overland flow paths of the turloughs such that water is not moved
between turloughs which do not have a natural hydrological connection. This is the case for
everywhere with the exception of works proposed at Labane, which is a pumped option diverting
flows from the Labane floodplain to the Ballinduff floodplain. However, effects on the ecology of the
turloughs would not be expected given the volumes of water that will be diverted in comparison to
the flooded area during an extreme event.
During the development of the Emerging Engineering Scheme the potential to significantly effect a
large calcareous fen at Caherawoneen was identified. The natural overland flow path for flood waters
at Caherawoneen is through the fen habitat. Construction of a channel through the fen would have
significant detrimental effects. Similarly allowing the increased flow velocities associated with the
scheme to flow across the fen (instead of building a channel through it) would likely cause scouring
and habitat damage. Therefore, the current proposal for the Emerging Engineering Scheme ensures
that the normal fen hydrology is retained by creating a channel arrangement which allows the ‘noscheme’ flood flows to carry over the fen while the remaining ‘scheme-related flows’ are bypassed.
Hydrological studies are ongoing at the fen to inform the channel design and to ensure monitoring
post scheme.
The scheme will have a positive effect on the environment by protecting against significant pollution
pressures e.g. flooding of Gort wastewater treatment and farm-yards.
Opportunities to enhance the biodiversity of the area should be encapsulated in the scheme design
e.g. creation of wetland habitat, inclusion of bat boxes on culverts, in particular where replacing stone
culverts, installation of artificial otter holts etc.
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4.2.4 Water Resources
Lands affected by extreme flooding in the Gort lowlands include agricultural lands and holdings,
private properties, and public railways and roads. Such lands are potential sources of water pollution
(notably septic tanks and slatted sheds were flooded in the 2009 and 2015 extreme flood events) and
would continue to flood during extreme events in the absence of a scheme. The operation of the
scheme would therefore be expected to have a positive effect on water quality.
The construction stage of scheme development has potential for negative effects on water resources.
Excavations for channel construction could increase the vulnerability of groundwater to exposure to
spills/leaks of potentially polluting substances (chemicals, oils, paints, and sanitary waste). However,
this can be mitigated by careful construction management. Also, the excavation works are likely to be
carried out in the drier months when the lowlands are not subject to normal flooding.
There is a risk that the construction works (particularly rock breaking) could cause the collapse of
underground conduits, which may have an effect on the functionality of turlough(s). A robust preconstruction ground investigation survey will reduce the risk of inadvertently damaging groundwater
conduits during construction.

4.2.5 Landscape and Visual
The Galway County Development Plan contains information on the character of the county landscape
and sets out focal points and views which are important at county level. The Emerging Engineering
Scheme predominantly comprises open vegetated channels. These channels will in general be shallow
and wide, which is in keeping with the undulating topography of the area. Such works will not interfere
with important long-distance views of the Burren or Slieve Aughty Mountains, or the panoramic
coastal views, local focal points or scenic routes in the area.
The scheme also includes for some road raising and culvert replacement. Generally, the existing views
from these roads will not be altered, given the surrounding treelines / hedgerows.
Opportunities to enhance views and provision for viewing platforms should be examined as part of
the design of road raising. In particular, there may be an opportunity to enhance viewing opportunities
across the bay as part of the N67 culvert and road raising works. In this context it should be noted that
the Kinvara Development plan includes the objective for the development of a coastal walk along the
bay linking Dunguaire Castle with the village centre which will be done in an environmentally sensitive
manner that is safe and assimilated into the landscape. Similarly, there may be opportunity to produce
a river walk as part of the development of flood walls and embankments in Gort town.
Proposals for the protection of the Thoor Ballylee Castle complex from flooding will be visually
invasive. However, it should be noted that the flood protection measures predominantly comprise
demountable barriers and would only be installed during times of flood risk. As such, the visual effect
of same is minimised.
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Protected Views (Source Galway County Development Plan)

Conclusion

The environmental risks and sensitivities associated with the Emerging Engineering Scheme for the
South Galway (Gort Lowlands) have been set out in this section. The effects on the scheme on the
environment are anticipated not to be significant having regard to available data at this Feasibility
Stage of scheme development, noting that further studies will be conducted as part of the
Environmental Impact Assessment of the scheme as part of the next stage of scheme development.
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5.0 Preliminary Cost Benefit Analysis
This section contains an overview of the initial indicative cost benefit analysis carried out for the
Emerging Engineering Scheme.

5.1

Cost Estimate

An outline cost-estimate has been prepared for the Emerging Engineering Scheme, comprising flood
relief channel and culvert works, road raising and flood relief roads, flood protection embankment
and wall works, flood over-pumping facilities, drainage works, accommodation works, and channel,
embankment and swallow hole maintenance works, as described in Section 3 of this report.
The direct cost for construction works is currently estimated at c€14M, excl. VAT. Pending the
outcome of the options assessment process, the cost estimate will evolve as the scheme design is
further developed in parallel with geotechnical investigations (which are scheduled for 2021, and are
critical to the design of a large civil engineering scheme), environmental assessments, stakeholder
engagement and public consultation.
Whole Life Costs are used in cost benefit analysis for flood relief schemes. The direct cost of
construction works form part of the Whole Life Costs, along with costs such as contingency, long term
operation and maintenance, land acquisition, geotechnical investigation, design and supervision,
environmental and archaeological mitigation, etc.

5.2

Scheme Benefits

The main flood damages identified in the Gort Lowlands area include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

Direct and indirect flood damages to residential and non-residential properties
Direct and indirect flood damage to farm buildings including slatted shed complexes
Traffic disruption on main, local and minor roads due to prolonged inundation
Rail disruption due to prolonged flooding of the line at Castletown/ Kiltartan
Loss of access either partially or completely to rural communities for prolonged periods
(weeks to months)
Flooding of structures and areas of significant cultural and heritage importance including
Thoor Ballylee Castle and visitor Centre, Coole Park gardens and visitor centre and Kiltartan
Church
Significant environmental impacts from pollution of turlough floodplains and the associated
special areas of conservation arising from flooding of farm buildings. In particular, slatted shed
complexes and individual properties’ wastewater treatment systems.
Prolonged (months) and extensive flooding of agricultural lands beyond ‘normal’ groundwater
flooding extents.

The economic damages have been used to estimate the Net Present Value of Benefits (NPVB) for the
Emerging Engineering Scheme. The estimate will be formalised under the guidance of the new revised
Multi Coloured Manual (MCM) 2020 to provide a more detailed damages assessment. It is also
intended that economic damages for the climate change scenario (MRFS) will be reviewed, when
information on the flood levels for the MRFS scenario becomes available. The Net Present Value of
Benefits is currently estimated at c€22M.
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Cost Benefit Analysis Summary

In order for a scheme to be considered ‘Cost Beneficial’, the Economic Benefits must outweigh the
Whole Life Costs of the scheme. In the case of the South Galway (Gort Lowlands) FRS, the preliminary
analysis indicates that a cost beneficial scheme potentially exists, i.e. with the Benefit to Cost Ratio >
1.
The Benefit to Cost Ratio will be reviewed periodically if and when the scheme progresses to
subsequent stages. It is intended to formalise the Cost Benefit Assessment in advance of Public
Exhibition.
The Emerging Engineering Scheme, for the 1% AEP design flood event, will:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Alleviate flood risk to residential and non-residential properties with an appropriate
freeboard,
Ensure the main route ways and important strategic access routes across the study area are
accessible throughout the design flood event,
Alleviate flood risk to farm buildings and farmland and therefore improve the economy and
prospects of the Gort Lowlands area,
Protect the sensitive turlough habitats and groundwater resource from pollution arising from
flooded farm slatted shed complexes,
Alleviate flood risk at important heritage and cultural sites including Thoor Ballylee castle and
visitor centre, Coole park gardens and visitor centre and Kiltartan Church, and
Facilitate potential future railway line raising works at Castletown to ensure uninterrupted
connectivity along the Western Corridor Rail Network.
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6.0 Conclusions
The purpose of this Feasibility Study is to establish whether a scheme exists which will alleviate
flooding in the study area, and which is both environmentally and economically feasible.
South Galway has a long history of flooding. The region was subject to notable flooding in Winters of
1994/1995, 2009, 2014 & most recently in 2015/16. Groundwater flooding in the region, when it
happens, is prolonged. It has a devastating impact on the community and causes significant disruption
to regional transport and access to local communities, to the extent that continued flooding will
threaten the viability of these communities.
The hydrology of the Study Area is complex. Significant modelling work, and engineering analysis, has
been required in order to develop an understanding of the dynamics of flood flows and flood levels in
the catchment vis-à-vis interventions proposed to alleviate flooding.
Following extensive surveys, data gathering, and detailed hydrological studies, a thorough assessment
of flood risk throughout the Gort Lowlands study area has concluded that during a 1 in 100year (1%
AEP flood event):
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

•

50 No. residential properties flood and a further 23 No. are at high flood risk for prolonged
durations.
65 No. non-residential properties, including cultural heritage sites and 20 No. slatted shed
complexes flood for prolonged durations. Thoor Ballylee at risk of flooding to a depth >3m.
Included in the above are 9 No. residential and 8 non-residential properties which will flood
in the Crowe Street area of Gort Town. Gort Fire station is at high flood risk.
>463 ha of agricultural lands flood above the assessed target maximum flood level for each
flood plain.
175 No. residential properties and 46 No. non-residential properties, including dairy farms,
are at risk of being cut-off due to prolonged flooding of all road access to 19 No. rural
communities throughout the Gort Lowlands. The community at Rinrush are at risk of being
cut-off > 3months.
>49 No. individual sections of road including motorway, national secondary/ regional and
local roads are at risk of flooding for prolonged durations. Crowe Street in Gort Town is at risk
of flooding to a depth of 0.57m.
The main roads route through the study area, namely the M18, R458 (old N18) and Kiltartan
to Kinvara Road (L4506 and L4509) are at risk of closure for over 7, 34 and 99 days
respectively. The M18, R458 and Kiltartan to AADT have been surveyed at 13,314, 5927 and
969 v/day respectively.
The Limerick-Athenry Railway line is at risk of flooding at Castletown >25 days.

An outline design for an engineering scheme has been developed for the purpose of assessing whether
a scheme exists which will alleviate flooding in the study area, and which is both environmentally and
economically feasible. This scheme described in Section 3 of this report is the ‘Emerging Engineering
Scheme’.
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The Emerging Engineering Scheme consists of flood relief works in the central Gort Lowlands [Zones
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7], Gort Town FRS [Zone 14], Labane Area FRS [Zones 8 and 11], Roo Area FRS [Part
of Zone 10], and Termon FRS [Part of Zone 9].
The Emerging Engineering Scheme comprises, in general, a series of large flood alleviation channels
and culverts which provide a temporary surface water pathway between groundwater dominated
floodplains and Kinvara Bay, each with a specific overflow level and capacity designed to the achieve
Target Maximum Flood Levels and optimise flood storage in floodplains to protect all properties and
strategic routes in the Gort Lowlands area for the design 1 in 100year (1% AEP) flood event. Table 6.1
provides a high level summary of proposed works in each scheme area. Further details are provided
in Section 3 and Appendix C.
Area
Main Area

Summary
Flood Alleviation channels and culverts, flow control structures, road raising
and flood relief roads, existing culvert and channel upgrade and
maintenance, elements of demountable and fixed protection to properties,
swallow hole maintenance, field boundary walls modifications on overland
flow paths.
Thoor Ballylee
In combination with the flood relief works for Ballylee Floodplain, fixed /
Castle
demountable flood protection works, drainage and pumping, channel
maintenance
Gort Town (Crowe
Flood protection works, drainage works and pumping facilities,
Street & Gort
embankment upgrades, road raising, bridge and channel maintenance (note
Bridge)
that OPW already maintain flood defences in Gort Town)
Labane North
Flood protection works, drainage works and pumping facilities
Labane South and
Flood relief channels, pumping facilities and rising main, field boundary
Ballinduff Upper
walls modifications on overland flow paths.
Cockstown
Flood relief channel and culvert, flow control structure
Tullira
Road raising, culvert works and swallow hole maintenance
Termon Area
Termon - Flood relief channels and culverts, flow control structures, existing
channels upgrade and maintenance, road raising. Ballyboy (Turlough na
hÉin)– fixed/ demountable protection to property,
Roo Area
Road culvert upgrades, road raising, upgrades to existing property
protection, swallow hole maintenance, field boundary walls modifications
on overland flow paths.
Table 6.1:
Overview of Emerging Engineering Scheme
The Emerging Engineering Scheme, for the design 1% AEP flood event, will:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Alleviate flood risk to residential and non-residential properties with an appropriate
freeboard,
Ensure the main route ways and important strategic access routes across the study area are
accessible throughout the design flood event,
Provide access to communities cut-off by flooding
Alleviate flood risk to farm buildings and farmland and therefore improve the economy and
prospects of the Gort Lowlands area,
Protect the sensitive turlough habitats and groundwater resource from pollution arising from
flooded farm slatted shed complexes,
Alleviate flood risk at important heritage and cultural sites including Thoor Ballylee castle and
visitor centre, Coole park gardens and visitor centre and Kiltartan Church, and
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Facilitate potential future railway line raising works at Castletown to ensure uninterrupted
connectivity along the Western Corridor Rail Network.

Works will be required in a number of peripheral areas [Owenbristy, Ballyboy (Turlough na hÉin) and
Boston areas covering Zones 12, 15 and part of Zone 9] to maintain access to properties only. It is
proposed that these works will be funded separately to the project as they do not meet the criteria
for funding as flood relief works. It is proposed that other flood relief works in the Boston area [Zone
13] are progressed separately as a Minor Works Scheme. These works are summarised in Table 6.2,
with further details available in this report at Section 3 and Appendix C.
Area
GCC Road Works
Boston Area (Minor
Works)

Summary
Road raising and culvert works, drainage works
Property flood protection works including demountable barriers,
embankments and pumping facilities and drainage. Road raising and culvert
works, existing channel maintenance
Road raising and culvert works, drainage works

Boston Area (CCC
Road Works)
Table 6.2:
Overview of Works that will not form part of Emerging Engineering Scheme

The Slieve Aughty Uplands cover 205 km2 (43.6%) of the total Study Area (470 km2). Understandably,
the perception among the public and some stakeholders is that a solution to the flooding problems in
the Gort Lowlands can be achieved through land management in the steeper Slieve Aughty Uplands.
Hydrological assessments have been undertaken as part of the study to determine if improved land
use management and attenuation works in the Slieve Aughty Uplands area would benefit flood relief
in the Gort Lowlands area for the current scenario. The assessment concluded that any feasible and
cost-effective works in the uplands area would have only minor benefits, would be difficult to confirm
their effectiveness and would not negate flood alleviation works in the Gort lowlands. Therefore,
improved land use management and attenuation works in the upland areas have not been included
in the Emerging Engineering Scheme. The scheme in the lowlands has been designed to account for
the current flood volumes discharging from the upland areas.
While the scheme does not propose to undertake works in the Slieve Aughty Upland areas to mitigate
current flood risk in the Gort Lowlands area, all improvements to land drainage practices by private
landowners (i.e. forestry, windfarms, farmland) required in accordance with current directives and
regulations are encouraged. A hydrological study (TCD, Oct 2020) to assess the potential benefits of
improved land management practices in the uplands areas to mitigate increases in flood risk due to
climate change in the study area has concluded that even significant permanent reductions in runoff
from the mountains would not alter the fact that extreme flooding would occur in the lowlands during
a current or future scenario 1% AEP flood event.
An environmental assessment of the Emerging Engineering Scheme has been carried out by Mott
MacDonald Ireland. Environmental risks and sensitivities were considered under the following
headings:
•
•
•
•
•

Land use, Social and Material Assets
Cultural Heritage (Archaeological and Architectural Heritage)
Biodiversity
Water Resources
Landscape and Visual
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The effects of the scheme on the environment are anticipated not to be significant having regard to
available data at this Feasibility Stage of scheme development, noting that further studies will be
conducted as part of the Environmental Impact Assessment of the scheme as part of the next stage of
scheme development.
In order for a scheme to be considered ‘Cost Beneficial’, the Economic Benefits must outweigh the
Whole Life Costs of the scheme. In the case of the South Galway (Gort Lowlands) FRS, the preliminary
analysis indicates that a cost beneficial scheme potentially exists, i.e. with the Benefit to Cost Ratio
(BCR) > 1.
The Benefit to Cost Ratio will be reviewed periodically if and when the scheme progresses to
subsequent stages. It is intended to formalise the Cost Benefit Assessment in advance of Public
Exhibition.
An Options Assessment for the scheme is being progressed in parallel with the feasibility assessment
and will be documented in a separate report. The presentation of an ‘emerging engineering scheme’
is not intended to prejudice the outcome of the options assessment and consideration of alternatives
to this scheme.
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7.0 Recommendations
The following recommendations are made of foot of this feasibility study:
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

It is recommended that the Options Assessment for the scheme continues to progress,
culminating in the identification of an Emerging Preferred Scheme. As part of this process,
the Emerging Engineering Scheme presented in this report will need to be reviewed together
with a range of other options based on information currently available and information that
may become available as part of the Salinity Modelling in Kinvara Bay and Caherawoneen Fen
Hydrogeological Study.
It is recommended that key statutory and non-statutory stakeholders be consulted on the
Emerging Preferred Scheme once one is identified.
It is recommended that the public be afforded an opportunity to consider and submit
observations on the Emerging Preferred Scheme.
It is recommended that a geotechnical investigation be carried out to inform the scheme
design, updates to the cost benefit analysis and environmental assessment. The scope of the
investigation will require input from the Environmental Team and will also need to be
subjected to Appropriate Assessment.
It is recommended that the services of TCD be retained to perform any updates to models and
reports as may be required on foot of the above.
It is recommended that the Emerging Preferred Scheme be amended as necessary following
stakeholder and public consultation.
It is recommended that subject to successful completion of the above, the Preferred Scheme
be further developed, that Scheme Documents, EIAR and NIS be prepared and that the
scheme progress to Public Exhibition under the 1945 and 1995 Arterial Drainage Acts.
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Appendix A
TCD Hydrology Report (available to view on GSI website @
https://www.gsi.ie/en-ie/publications/Pages/Gort-LowlandsGroundwater-Flood-Modelling.aspx)
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Appendix B
Flood Risk Assessment Maps (separate file)
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Appendix C
Maps presenting Emerging Engineering Scheme (separate file)

